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Abstract

Byzantine broadcast (or simply broadcast) is a communication primitive
that allows a designated party, the sender, to consistently distribute a
value he holds among n parties, some of which—the Byzantine parties—
may exhibit arbitrary malicious behavior. Broadcast guarantees that (1)
the correct parties obtain the same value and (2) if the sender is correct,
then this value is the one sent by him.

Broadcast is one of the most fundamental distributed primitives. It
is employed in protocols for a variety of tasks, such as voting, bidding,
collective contract signing, or multi-party computation.

In this thesis we study broadcast amplification, i.e., how to transform
weak notions of broadcast into stronger ones. We consider two types of
broadcast amplification: domain amplification and availability amplifi-
cation.

In the domain-amplification setting, we study whether the ability to
broadcast a small number of bits `′ can be amplified to broadcast of a
larger number of bits ` > `′. We give both feasibility and impossibility
results, showing for which n, `, `′ such amplification is possible. For ex-
ample, we show that among n = 3 parties, the ability to broadcast `′ = 2
bits can be amplified to broadcast of arbitrarily long messages (e.g., ` = 1
gigabyte).

In the availability-amplification setting, we study whether the abil-
ity to broadcast can be prolonged in time, i.e., we study whether from
temporarily available broadcast channels, one can create a setup that can
later be used to implement broadcast. We show that the ability to broad-
cast once is already enough for a setup allowing to broadcast many times
at a later point in time.





Zusammenfassung

Byzantinischer Broadcast (oder Broadcast) ist eine Kommunikationspri-
mitive, die es einer bestimmten Partei, dem Sender, erlaubt, einen Wert in
seinem Besitz konsistent unter n Parteien zu verteilen. Einige der Partei-
en, die sog. byzantinischen Parteien, können dabei beliebiges Fehlverhal-
ten aufweisen. Broadcast garantiert erstens, dass die korrekten Parteien
stets den selben Wert erhalten, und zweitens, dass dieser Wert derjenige
des Senders ist, wenn immer sich dieser korrekt verhält.

Broadcast ist eine der fundamentalsten verteilten Primitiven und fin-
det in unzähligen Bereichen, wie beispielsweise Voting, Bidding, kollek-
tiver Vertragsunterzeichung oder verteilter Berechnung (sog. Multi-Party
Computation), Anwendung.

In dieser Dissertation analysieren wir Broadcastverstärkung, d.h., wir
untersuchen, wie schwache Varianten von Broadcast in stärkere trans-
formiert werden können. Wir betrachten zwei Arten von Broadcast-
verstärkung: Inputbereichverstärkung und Verfügbarkeitsverstärkung.

Bezüglich Inputbereichverstärkung analysieren wir, ob, `′-bit Broad-
cast zu `-bit Broadcast für ` > `′ verstärkt werden kann. Wir liefern so-
wohl Machbarkeits- als auch Unmöglichkeitsresultate in Abhängigkeit
von n, `, `′. So zeigen wir unter anderem, dass in einem Setting mit
n = 3 Parteien 2-bit Broadcast zu Broadcast für beliebig lange Nachrich-
ten verstärkt werden kann (z.B. ` = 1 Gigabyte).

Im Bereich der Verfügbarkeitsverstärkung untersuchen wir, ob Broad-
castfähigkeit verlängert werden kann, d.h., ob temporär verfügbare
Broadcastkanäle zum Erstellen eines Setups, von dem aus später Broad-
cast implementiert werden kann, ausreichen. Wir zeigen, dass bereits mit
einmaligem Broadcast ein Setup erreicht werden kann, das für beliebig
viele spätere Broadcasts genügt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Distributed Computation

As an example, consider a setting with n parties who can communicate
by exchanging messages and whose goal is to execute a voting procedure.
As an input each of the parties holds the vote he wants to cast. Let the
voting output be the winning candidate (or the set of candidates with the
highest number of votes in case there are several of them with the same
number of votes). Additionally, we require that the votes cast by the par-
ties remain private. The voting procedure is implemented via a protocol
instructing each of the parties what messages to send to which parties in
which periods of time and how to obtain the resulting output. The goal
of such a protocol is to achieve voting security guarantees while tolerat-
ing a potential misbehaviour of parties. Such a misbehaviour is modelled
with a centralized adversary who can observe the parties internal states
or even take full control of them. In particular, a protocol for the voting
procedure must tolerate any adversarial strategy that cannot be known a
priori.

The voting procedure shown above is an example of a distributed
computation task. In general, such a task can be arbitrary ranging from
parties’ clocks synchronization to electing a leader among them. Inves-
tigating which distributed computation tasks can be realized with which
security guarantees is an important area in computer science.
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1.1.1 Modeling Distributed Computation

In this section we model distributed computation. In particular, we show
which different models exist with which degrees of freedom.

Parties

We denote n parties by P1, P2, . . . , Pn. Let P denote the set of parties,
i.e., P = {P1, P2, . . . , Pn}. The parties are also called players. In the
distributed systems community they are also referred to as “processes”.
Throughout the thesis, we will assume that the parties are masculine, i.e.,
we will refer to an individual party using the pronoun “he”.

For a set of parties S ⊆ P let S denote P ∖A.

Communication Model

One distinguishes synchronous and asynchronous models. In the syn-
chronous model a protocol execution proceeds in synchronous rounds
as follows:

1. Every party receives all messages sent to him in the previous round;

2. every party performs local computation and sends the messages as
instructed by the protocol;

3. once all the messages are sent, the parties proceed to the next round.

In contrast, in the asynchronous case no guarantee is given that a
party receives all the messages sent to him since they can be delayed
arbitrarily. Inherently, building protocols for the asynchronous model is
more challenging than for the synchronous model.

In this thesis we consider the synchronous model only.

Available Communication Means

As stated in the voting example, the parties can communicate by ex-
changing messages. That is, it is assumed that they have a fully con-
nected point-to-point network available (we call it bilateral channels).
Such bilateral channels can be insecure, authentic, confidential (also called
private) or secure. In the insecure case the adversary can see the messages
sent over the channel, substitute them and inject new messages. In the
authentic case the adversary can see the messages sent over the channel
but cannot inject new messages or substitute the message being sent. In
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the confidential case the adversary cannot see the messages sent over the
channel but can substitute them. In the secure case the channel combines
properties of authentic and confidential channel.

In this thesis we consider only authentic and secure channels. We
will omit specifying the channel type in the text if the statement holds for
both authentic and secure channels.

Adversarial Power

We consider two types of adversaries: computationally bounded and un-
bounded. In the computationally bounded case we assume that the adver-
sary can perform only limited computations (e.g., computable in poly-
nomial time), while in the unbounded case the adversarial computation
power is unlimited.

We distinguish two types of adversarial corruption: passive and ac-
tive. In the passive case the adversary by corrupting a party can only see
the party’s state but cannot actively influence its behaviour. In the active
case the adversary takes full control over a party once he is corrupted,
e.g., the adversary can instruct the party to completely stop sending any
messages or even send maliciously created ones. As a generalization of
the pure passive or active corruption one might consider a mixed adver-
sary [FHM98, HLM13] that can corrupt each party either passively or
actively. One might also consider a covert adversary [AL07] that can act
as strong as an active adversary but avoids to be caught on cheating.

We say that a party that is not corrupted is correct (or alternatively
called honest).

There are two types of adversary depending on which sets of parties
the adversary can corrupt: threshold and general. A threshold adversary
can corrupt at most t parties, where t is a commonly known threshold.
General adversaries [HM97] are a generalization of the threshold ones
whose corruption power is characterized by the sets of the parties they
can corrupt.

Depending on how the adversary corrupts parties, one distinguishes
between static and adaptive adversaries. A static adversary must specify
the corrupted parties before the protocol starts its execution. An adaptive
adversary decides which parties to corrupt during the protocol execution
depending on the information the adversary sees.

We also note that the adversary can influence message delays in bi-
lateral channels. That is, in the synchronous case the messages sent by
the parties controlled by the adversary can depend on the messages sent
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by correct parties to corrupted parties in the same round. In the asyn-
chronous case the adversary can delay messages arbitrarily. Such adver-
sarial power is identified by referring to the adversary as rushing.

In this thesis we consider adversaries that are static, active, threshold
and rushing. We will not specify explicitly the computational power of
the adversary tolerated, because it will be implied by the security notion
that the protocol achieves (see below).

Traditionally it is assumed that the adversary is female (even some-
times the explicit name “Eve” is used), so we will use the pronoun “she”
when referring to the adversary.

Protocol Security

We consider the following notions of protocol security: cryptographic,
information-theoretic and perfect. Cryptographic security specifies that the
protocol achieves its security goals as long as a computationally bounded
adversary cannot break some cryptographic assumption, e.g., such an as-
sumption might state that factoring is hard. Information-theoretic secu-
rity states that even an unbounded adversary can make the protocol fail
only with a negligible probability, while perfect security guarantees that
the failure probability is exactly 0.

Information-theoretic (and perfect) security notions are also referred
as unconditional security because they do not assume any cryptographic
assumptions to hold.

In this thesis we consider all three notions of protocol security: cryp-
tographic, information-theoretic and perfect.

Protocol Efficiency

Along with feasibility of the protocols we consider their efficiency. We
consider two measures of the protocol complexity: round and communi-
cation. By round complexity we understand the number of rounds that
the protocol takes (it is directly applicable to the synchronous computa-
tion only, however, one might consider analogous notions in the asyn-
chronous case). The communication complexity of a protocol is defined
by Yao [Yao79] to be the number of bits sent/received by correct parties
during the protocol run.1

1When counting the number of bits received by correct parties, we take into account only
messages which were actively received by them, i.e., messages which should be received
according to the protocol specification.
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Setup

We distinguish two possible settings: with trusted setup and without setup.
In the setting with trusted setup one assumes that a trusted party initially
predistributes a correlated randomness which can later be used in the
computation. The protocols that do not use setup are often said to realize
the required functionality “from scratch”.

An example of such a trusted setup can be public-key infrastructure
(PKI) or pseudo-signatures setup [PW96].

In this thesis we consider protocols with and without trusted setup.

1.2 Broadcast

Broadcast is a distributed primitive that allows one specific party (called
sender) to consistently distribute a value from a predefined domain X
to the remaining parties. Without loss of generality, we assume that P1

is the sender and R = P ∖ {P1} is the set of recipients. Let d-broadcast
denote a broadcast primitive (also called broadcast channel) for message
domain of size d.

Broadcast is one of the most fundamental primitives in distributed
computing and is often used as a building block for constructing dis-
tributed computation protocols. In fact, it has even become standard
to assume broadcast available directly as one of communication means
given in the model.

Reducing the costs of the broadcast usage has become one of the goals
when constructing efficient distributed computation protocols along
with reducing their overall communication costs and round complex-
ity [HMP00, KKK08, GGOR13].

1.2.1 Implementing Broadcast

In the model with active corruptions a protocol implementing broadcast
is defined as follows:

Definition 1.1 A protocol for the set of parties P , where P1 has an input value
v ∈ X and each party inR outputs a value in X , is called a broadcast protocol
for domain X if the following conditions are satisfied:2

CONSISTENCY: All correct parties Pi ∈R output the same value v ∈ X .

2The domain can without essential loss of generality be assumed to be X = [d], where
here and below we define [k] = {1, . . . , k}.
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VALIDITY: If the sender P1 is correct, then v is the input value of P1.
TERMINATION: Every correct party in P terminates.

The celebrated result of Pease, Shostak and Lamport states that broad-
cast can be implemented from scratch (i.e., from bilateral channels only)
if and only if the number of active corruptions t is strictly smaller than
n/3 [PSL80]. Communication-efficient implementations of broadcast
from authenticated bilateral channels have been given in [BGP92, CW92,
KS11]. An expected constant-round construction of broadcast from se-
cure bilateral channels is given in [FM88]. A construction of broadcast
from authenticated bilateral channels requiring O(logn) rounds and tol-
erating t < n/(4 + ε) is given in [BOPV06].

If a trusted setup is available then broadcast can be implemented
from bilateral channels for any t < n. Broadcast with cryptographic se-
curity can be realized if public-key infrastructure (PKI) is available for
t < n [DS83]. An expected constant round construction of broadcast from
PKI and secure bilateral channels for t < n/2 is given in [KK06a, KK06b].
For the case of arbitrary t < n it has been shown that no protocol can
achieve broadcast in a constant number of rounds even if trusted setup
is available [GKKO07]. Broadcast with information-theoretic security for
t < n can be realized if a pseudo-signature setup is available [PW96].
A more communication efficient information-theoretically secure con-
struction based on pseudo-signatures for t < n/2 is given in [BHR07].
A study on which setups are sufficient for broadcast implementation is
given in [FWW04].

Mutli-Valued Broadcast

Historically, the broadcast problem was introduced for binary val-
ues [PSL80]. However, in various applications long values are broadcast
rather than single bits. Multi-valued broadcast protocols are designed
to realize `-bit broadcast while optimizing communication complexity
of the protocol. Trivially, any protocol realizing multi-valued broad-
cast from bilateral channels (and a trusted setup) must communicate
at least Ω(n`) bits. Protocols that achieve multi-valued broadcast with
the optimal communication complexity from bilateral channels exist for
t < n/3 [Pat11, LV11a] or t < n/2 [FH06] (assuming additional setup). Ex-
isting protocols achieving broadcast from bilateral channels and a trusted
setup for t < n [DS83, PW96] were initially designed to broadcast bits, but
they can be easily adopted to broadcast long messages. A simple modifi-
cation of the protocol by Dolev and Strong [DS83] is cryptographically se-
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cure and has communication complexity Ω(`n2 + n3κ). Analogously, the
protocol by Pfitzmann and Waidner [PW96] is information-theoretically
secure and has communication complexity Ω(`n2 + n6κ) [Fit03].

Extended Models

Apart from the trusted setup available one might also consider other ad-
ditions to the model allowing to implement broadcast for t ≥ n/3.

Fitzi et al. [FM00, CFF+05] showed that given a full network of local
broadcast channels among each subset of b parties one can implement
broadcast among n parties if and only if t < b−1

b+1n. In the model with a
Q-Flip primitive broadcast is achievable if t < n/2 [FGMvR02].

In the model where PKI can be partially compromised (by expos-
ing up to c > 0 secret keys of correct parties to the adversary) it has
been shown that broadcast is achievable if and only if 2t + min(t, c) <

n [GKKY10, GGBS10].
Fitzi et al. [FM98] have also studied for which general adversaries

broadcast is achievable from bilateral channels. This result has later been
extended in [AFM99] by characterizing under which general mixed ad-
versaries broadcast is achievable from bilateral channels.

Extend Notions of Broadcast

Another line of research considered which variations of broadcast can be
achieved when t ≥ n/3.

In [FGH+02] the authors present a detectable version of broadcast.
In detectable version the parties execute a protocol that either achieves
broadcast or aborts. It is then guaranteed that if all players are correct,
then broadcast is achieved and in case of misbehavior the correct parties
agree whether the execution aborted or not. Additionally, it is required
that if the sender is correct and the execution aborted then the adversary
learns no information about the sender’s input (fairness).

In [FHHW03] the authors present a two-threshold version of broad-
cast. In the two-threshold version of broadcast consistency and validity
properties of broadcast are guaranteed to be achieved in the presence of
up to tc and tv malicious parties respectively. It is then shown that one
can implement two-threshold broadcast from bilateral channels if and
only if t = 0 or t + 2T < n (where t = min(tc, tv) and T = max(tc, tv)).
A special case of two-threshold broadcast called “weak broadcast”3 has

3Not to be confused with a different weak broadcast notion given in Definition 2.3.
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also been studied in [Lam83].

1.2.2 Broadcast Amplification

Consider a setting where the number of parties that can be corrupted is
t ≥ n/3. Implementing broadcast in such a setting can be possible only
if, in addition to bilateral channels, some addition to the model is made
(e.g., a trusted setup; see Section 1.2.1 for more protocols/assumptions).

The perhaps most natural choice of such an addition is the availabil-
ity of some weaker broadcast primitives. We model two cases where the
weaker broadcast primitive is amplified to a stronger one. In the first case
we consider how the broadcast domain can be amplified, i.e., for which `
and `′ broadcasting ` bits can be extended to broadcasting `′ > ` bits. Sec-
ond, we investigate whether broadcast availability can be prolonged. We
model this by assuming that the broadcast primitive is available during
some fixed number of rounds together with bilateral channels, then, we
investigate whether this is sufficient for generating broadcast setup that
can be used later to simulate broadcast from bilateral channels only.

In both amplification models we assume that the given (weaker)
broadcast primitive is given in a form of an oracle denoted with BO.

Another related line of research is the amplification of other
primitives, like OT extension [Bea96, IKNP03] or coin-toss exten-
sion [HMQU06].

A domain-amplification protocol is an example of the construction
of a consistency primitive from another consistency primitive as defined
in [Mau04].

Domain Amplification

First, we consider the following natural question: Can the sender broad-
cast a message with domain size d by using bilateral channels and broad-
casting only a single message with domain size d′ < d?

Definition 1.2 Let φn(d) denote the minimal d′ such that d-broadcast can be
constructed from d′-broadcast and bilateral channels in the setting with n parties
where any t < n parties can be corrupted.

Trivially, φn(d) ≤ d, as d-broadcast can be constructed directly from
d-broadcast.
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The most natural generalization of the above question is the follow-
ing:4 If any party can broadcast short messages, what is the minimal total
number of bits that need to be broadcast to construct an `-bit broadcast?
More precisely, since we consider arbitrary alphabet sizes (not just pow-
ers of 2), the question is to determine the quantity φ∗n(d) defined below.

Definition 1.3 Let φ∗n(d) denote the minimal d′ such that d-broadcast can be
constructed from the k primitives d′1-broadcast, . . . , d′k-broadcast and bilateral
channels in the setting with n parties where any t < n parties can be corrupted
and d′ =∏i d

′
i.

Note that log d′ = ∑i log d′i is the total number of bits of information5

broadcast. It is therefore often natural to state results for the quantity
logφ∗n(d). It is obvious that φ∗n(d) ≤ φn(d).

A protocol that amplifies the domain of a broadcast, in the sense
of the above two definitions, is called a domain-amplification protocol. A
domain-amplification protocol for domain size d can be used to replace
a call to a d-broadcast primitive within another protocol. Hence domain-
amplification protocols can be constructed recursively.

One can call φn(d) and φ∗n(d) the intrinsic broadcast complexity of do-
main size d, in the single-sender and in the general multi-sender model,
respectively.6

Domain Amplification & Multi-Valued Broadcast Protocols. We con-
sider multi-valued broadcast protocols that can be viewed as a construc-
tion that given broadcast of short messages and bilateral channels realizes
broadcast of longer messages, i.e., as a domain-amplification protocol.
Later, once broadcast for short messages is substituted with a concrete
broadcast protocol (e.g., cf. Section 1.2.1) we obtain a concrete protocol
for broadcasting longer messages.

Availability Amplification

Assume that we have a broadcast channel to be temporarily available
in some predetermined fixed number of rounds. Our goal is to be able to

4More refined versions of this question exist but will not be considered.
5Not necessarily exactly the number of actual bits.
6One could also consider a single-sender multi-shot model, i.e., the model where the

sender can broadcast with the underlying broadcast multiple times. Later we give a proto-
col for the single-sender setting which requires only a single call to the underlying broadcast
and is optimal even in the multi-shot model.
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broadcast some information at some later point in time when temporarily
available broadcast is not accessible anymore. A solution to this problem
is to use the temporarily available broadcast to prepare some resource
that can be used later in order to simulate broadcast invocations. A natu-
ral choice of such a resource is a trusted setup (cf. Section 1.1.1).

Then the problem of availability amplification can be formally for-
mulated as follows: The parties generate a trusted setup using bilateral
channels and temporarily-available broadcast channels. Later, with the
help of the setup generated, the broadcast channels can be simulated us-
ing the bilateral channels only.

We employ two measures of efficiency for the temporary broadcast
used in the setup protocol: round complexity and bit complexity. Round
complexity denotes the number of rounds in which temporary broadcast
is used and bit complexity denotes the number of bits broadcast via it.

1.3 Contributions

First, we investigate the domain-amplification problem in Chapter 3. We
show that for n = 3 parties, broadcast for any domain size is possible if
only a single 3-broadcast is available, and broadcast of a single bit (d′ = 2)
is not sufficient, i.e., φ3(d) = 3 for any d ≥ 3. In contrast, for n > 3 no
domain amplification in the single-sender model is possible, i.e., φn(d) =
d for any d. However, if other parties than the sender can also broadcast
some short messages, then domain amplification is possible for any n. We
show that broadcasting 8n logn bits in total suffices, independently of d,
and that at least n−2 parties, including the sender, must broadcast at least
one bit. Hence min(log d,n − 2) ≤ logφ∗n(d) ≤ 8n logn.

Second, we study multi-valued broadcast protocols in Chapter 4.
All known protocols implementing broadcast of an `-bit message from
point-to-point channels and a trusted setup tolerating any t < n active
corruptions have communication complexity at least Ω(`n2). We give
cryptographically secure and information-theoretically secure protocols
for t < n that communicate O(`n) bits for sufficiently large `. This
matches the optimal communication complexity bound for any proto-
col allowing to broadcast `-bit messages. While broadcast protocols with
the optimal communication complexity exist in cases where t < n/3 or
t < n/2 [FH06, LV11a, Pat11], we are first to present such protocols for
t < n.

Third, we study availability amplification in Chapter 5. We focus on
the complexity of setup generation for information-theoretic protocols
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using secure channels and temporarily-available broadcast channels. We
optimize the number of rounds in which the temporary broadcast chan-
nels are used while minimizing the number of bits broadcast with them.
We give the first information-theoretically secure broadcast protocol tol-
erating t < n/2 that uses the temporary broadcast channels during only 1
round in the setup phase. Furthermore, onlyO(n3) bits need to be broad-
cast with the temporary broadcast channels during that round, indepen-
dently of the security parameter employed. The broadcast protocol pre-
sented in this thesis allows to construct the first information-theoretically
secure multi-party computation protocol which uses a broadcast chan-
nel during only one round. Additionally, the presented broadcast proto-
col supports refreshing, which allows to broadcast an a priori unknown
number of times given a fixed-size setup.

1.4 Outline

In Chapter 2 we give the necessary preliminaries for the broadcast pro-
tocols we present. In Chapter 3 we study domain-amplification proto-
cols, while in Chapter 4 we focus on multi-valued broadcast protocols.
In Chapter 5 we study broadcast availability amplification.





Chapter 2

Tools

2.1 General Tools

2.1.1 Collision-Resistant Hash Functions

Consider a family of hash functions H = {Hk}k∈K indexed with a key k
from a set K, where each function Hk is a mapping from a domain X to a
range Y . The family of functions H is called collision-resistant if there is
no efficient algorithm that given a uniformly sampled key k ∈ K outputs
v, v′ ∈ X such that Hk(v) =Hk(v

′).

In practice we often consider hash functions which are keyless, i.e., we
consider a single hash function H ∶ X → Y . One also can extend the no-
tion of collision-resistance from keyed hash functions to keyless [Rog06].
Informally, H is called collision-resistant, if there is no known efficient al-
gorithm that outputs v, v′ ∈ X such that H(v) = H(v′). We will denote a
keyless collision-resistant hash function with CRHash.

2.1.2 Universal Hash Functions [CW79]

Consider a family of functions U = {Uk}k∈K indexed with a key k from
a set K, where each function Uk maps elements of some set X to a fixed
set of bins Y . The family U is called ε-universal if for any two distinct
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messages v1, v2 ∈X ,

∣{k ∈ K ∣ Uk(v1) = Uk(v2)}∣

∣K∣
≤ ε.7

A ε-universal hash function can for example be constructed as fol-
lows: Let X = {0,1}`, K = Y = GF(2κ), and any value v ∈ {0,1}` be
interpreted as a polynomial fv over GF(2κ) of degree ⌈`/κ⌉ − 1. The hash
function is defined as Uk(v) = fv(k). We know that two distinct polyno-
mials of degree ⌈`/κ⌉− 1 can match in at most ⌈`/κ⌉− 1 points. Hence, for
any two distinct v1, v2 ∈ {0,1}`,

∣{k ∈ {0,1}κ ∣ Uk(v1) = Uk(v2)}∣

2κ
≤

⌈`/κ⌉ − 1

2κ
≤ 2−κ`.

So, {Uk}k∈{0,1}κ is a family of (2−κ`)-universal hash functions. We will
denote a ε-universal hash function with ITHash.

2.1.3 Identifying Predicates

An identifying predicate allows to identify a specific element v from some
small subset S ⊆ X , where X is a potentially large domain. To our knowl-
edge, this concept has been first introduced in [HR13b].

Definition 2.1 A c-identifying predicate for domain X is a family of func-
tions Qk∈K ∶ X → {0,1} such that for any S ⊆ X with ∣S∣ ≤ c and any value
v ∈ S there exists a key k ∈ K withQk(v) = 1 andQk(v′) = 0 for all v′ ∈ S∖{v}.
We say that such v is uniquely identified in S by Qk.

Note that any identifying predicates Qk achieve monotonicity in the
following sense:

Lemma 2.1 If v is uniquely identified in S by Qk , then v is uniquely identified
in any S′ ⊆ S with v ∈ S′.

The designer’s goal when constructing an identifying predicate fam-
ily is to have ∣K∣ as small as possible given c and ∣X ∣. We give two con-
structions of c-identifying predicates below. The first construction is very
simple and helps to develop an intuition about identifying predicates,
while the second one is more involved and achieves better efficiency.

7This is a combinatorial definition of a universal hash function, usually the latter condi-

tion is written probabilistically as Pr[k
$
←Ð K ∶ Uk(v1) = Uk(v2)] ≤ ε.
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Position-based Construction

Assume now X = {0,1}`, then Q can be constructed as following: for a
set S and a value v, we find c − 1 bit positions p1, . . . , pc−1 such that v
differs from any other value v′ ∈ S in some position pi. Then the key k
for a set S and a value v is defined by the positions p1, . . . , pc−1 and the
bits b1, . . . , bc−1 which v has at these positions. Hence, for this Q the key
space K = {0,1}(c−1)(⌈log `⌉+1).

Polynomial-based Construction

Let ` = log ∣X ∣. For κ ∈ N, let any value v ∈ X be interpreted as a polyno-
mial fv over GF(2κ) of degree ⌈`/κ⌉ − 1. We find a point x ∈ GF(2κ) such
that fv(x) is different from all other values fv′(x) for v′ ∈ S∖{v}. For such
a point x to always exist we need that the total number of points in the
field is larger than the number of points in which fv may coincide with
other polynomials fv′ , i.e., 2κ > (c−1)(⌈`/κ⌉−1). To satisfy this condition,
it is enough to choose κ ∶= ⌈log(c`)⌉. The key for the identifying predicate
is defined as k = (x, fv(x)), which is encoded using 2⌈log(c`)⌉ bits.8 The
predicate is defined as follows:

Q(x,y)(v) =
⎧⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎩

1, if fv(x) = y;
0, otherwise.

Lemma 2.2 The polynomial-based construction gives a c-identifying predicate
Q with domain X and key space KXc = {0,1}2⌈log(c log ∣X ∣)⌉.

2.1.4 Resolution Functions

An identifying predicate allows to identify a specific element v from some
set S of potentially a large domain X . Resolution functions provide a dif-
ferent way of choosing one of the values in S while explicitly not choos-
ing the others.

Definition 2.2 A c-resolution function for domain X and range Y is a family
of functions Fk∈K ∶ X → Y such that for any S ⊆ X with ∣S∣ ≤ c there exists a
key k ∈ K with Fk(v) ≠ Fk(v′) for any v ≠ v′ from S. Such a key k is said to
resolve the set S.

8Such a point x can be efficiently found by random sampling elements in GF(2κ). In-
deed, for κ = ⌈log(c`)⌉ more than half of the elements in GF(2κ) are points where fv is
different from all other fv′ .
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It can be easily seen that any resolution function induces identifying
predicate. Take any c-resolution function family Fk with key space K,
domain X and range Y . A pair (k, y) ∈ K × Y can be used to induce
identifying predicate Q based on F as following:

Q(k,y)(v) =
⎧⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎩

1, if Fk(x) = y;
0, otherwise.

Analogously to identifying predicates, we say that v is identified in S
by a pair (k, y) if Fk(v) = y (trivially, only one value can be identified if k
resolves the set S). The goal of constructing such a function F is to have
∣K∣ and ∣Y ∣ as small as possible given c and ∣X ∣. We give a construction of
a c-resolution function with domain X below.

Polynomial-based Construction

This construction is very similar to the polynomial-based construction
for identifying predicates presented before. Let ` = log ∣X ∣. Consider any
set S ⊆ X with ∣S∣ ≤ c. For κ ∈ N, let any value v ∈ X be interpreted as a
polynomial fv over GF(2κ) of degree ⌈`/κ⌉−1. We find a point x ∈ GF(2κ)
such that fv(x) ≠ fv′(x) for any two v ≠ v′ ∈ S. For such a point x to
always exist we need that the total number of points in the field is larger
than the number of points in which any fv may coincide with any fv′ ,
i.e., 2κ > c(c−1)

2
(⌈`/κ⌉ − 1). To satisfy this condition, it is enough to choose

κ ∶= ⌈log(c2`)⌉. The resolution function is defined as Fx(v) = fv(x) with
the key space and range space being GF(2κ). So, the key and the value of
the resolution function can be encoded using ⌈log(c2`)⌉ bits.

Lemma 2.3 The polynomial-based construction gives a c-resolution function F
for domain X with key and range spaces KXc = YXc = {0,1}⌈log(c

2 log ∣X ∣)⌉.

2.2 Additional Distributed Primitives

We now turn to broadcast-type distributed primitives which will become
useful when constructing our protocols in a modular way.

2.2.1 Weak Broadcast

Weak broadcast (a.k.a. “Crusader agreement” [Dol82]) is a weak form
of broadcast, where the recipients either decide on the value sent by the
sender or on a special symbol � indicating that the sender is malicious.
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Definition 2.3 A protocol achieves weak broadcast if it allows the sender P1 to
distribute a value v ∈ X among partiesRwith every party Pi outputting a value
vi ∈ X ∪ {�} such that:

VALIDITY: If the sender P1 is correct, then every correct Pi ∈R outputs vi = v.

WEAK CONSISTENCY: If a correct Pi ∈ R outputs vi ≠ �, then every correct
Pj ∈R outputs vj ∈ {vi,�}.

TERMINATION: Every correct party in P terminates.

2.2.2 Graded Broadcast

Graded broadcast (a.k.a. gradecast) was introduced by Feldman and Mi-
cali [FM88, FM97]. It allows to broadcast a value among the set of recipi-
ents but with weaker consistency guarantees. In addition to the value vi
each recipient Pi also outputs a grade gi describing the level of agreement
reached by the players. Below we give a slightly weakened version of the
original definition given in [FM97].

Definition 2.4 A protocol achieves graded broadcast if it allows the sender P1

to distribute a value v ∈ X among parties R with every party Pi outputting a
value vi ∈ X with a grade gi ∈ {0,1} such that:

VALIDITY: If the sender P1 is correct, then every correct Pi ∈ R outputs
(vi, gi) = (v,1).

GRADED CONSISTENCY: If a correct Pi ∈R outputs (vi, gi) with gi = 1, then
every correct Pj ∈R outputs (vj , gj) with vj = vi.

TERMINATION: Every correct party in P terminates.

An equivalent gradecast definition that uses grades from the set
{0,1,2} is employed in [KK06a, KK06b]:

Definition 2.5 A protocol achieves graded broadcast if it allows the sender P1

to distribute a value v ∈ X among parties R with every party Pi outputting a
value vi ∈ X with a grade gi ∈ {0,1,2} such that:

VALIDITY: If the sender P1 is correct, then every correct Pi ∈ R outputs
(vi, gi) = (v,2).

GRADED CONSISTENCY: If a correct Pi ∈R outputs (vi, gi) with gi = 2, then
every correct Pj ∈R outputs (vj , gj) with vj = vi and gj ≥ 1.

TERMINATION: Every correct party in P terminates.
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One can easily see that the two definitions are equivalent. First, given
any {0,1}-grade protocol that satisfies Definition 2.4 we can construct a
{0,1,2}-grade protocol that satisfies Definition 2.5 by updating the final
grades as following: 0 → 1 and 1 → 2. Second, given any {0,1,2}-grade
protocol that satisfies Definition 2.5 we can construct a {0,1}-grade proto-
col that satisfies Definition 2.4 by updating the final grades as following:
0,1→ 0 and 2→ 1.

We detail now why Definition 2.5 (and analogously Definition 2.4) is
weaker than the gradecast definition in [FM97]. The graded consistency
property in the Definition 2.5 guarantees that correct players agree on
the same value only if one of them has grade 2, while in the definition
of [FM97] these agreement must be reached if one of them has grade 1 or
2.

2.2.3 Verifiable Secret Sharing

Verifiable secret sharing [CGMA85] (VSS) is a classical cryptographic
primitive for secure sharing of a secret s (assumed to be from some finite
field F) held by one of the parties (called dealer and denoted by D) that
can be later reconstructed by the parties. It lies in a core of many proto-
cols for multi-party computation and is used in various applications. VSS
is useful as a distributed commitment for the dealerD. Thus, we may say
that a dealer who completes sharing has committed to s, and that upon
completing reconstruction he decommits .

Definition 2.6 A verifiable secret-sharing scheme is a pair of protocols
(VSS-Share,VSS-Rec) for a set of players P , one of whom, the dealer D, holds
input s ∈ F. VSS must satisfy the following security guarantees:
CORRECTNESS: At the end of VSS-Share there exists a fixed value s∗ ∈ F,

defined by the joint view of the correct parties, such that all correct parties
will output s∗ in VSS-Rec. If D is correct, then s∗ = s.

PRIVACY: If D is correct, then prior to VSS-Rec the adversary gains no infor-
mation on s (i.e., his view is statistically independent of s).

TERMINATION: Every correct party in P terminates.

We say that a secret s is verifiably shared among the parties if each
correct party holds some state such that, when correct parties invoke
VSS-Rec on that joint state, they will reconstruct s.

We call a VSS scheme linear if it meets the following additional con-
dition.
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LINEARITY: The parties can verifiably share any linear combination of already
verifiably shared values by locally computing the linear combination of their
shares.





Chapter 3

Domain Amplification

In this chapter we formalize the concept of domain amplification and
prove a number of results, both feasibility results in terms of protocols as
well as infeasibility results in terms of impossibility proofs.

This chapter is based on [HMR14].

3.1 Contributions

We first study the setting where the sender uses a single broadcast prim-
itive of smaller domain. For the case of three parties (n = 3), the smallest
non-trivial case, we show the quite surprising result that broadcast for
any domain size d is possible if only a single 3-broadcast (d′ = 3) is avail-
able. Moreover broadcast of a single bit (d′ = 2) is not sufficient. In other
words, φ3(d) = 3 for any d ≥ 3.

In contrast, for n > 3 no domain amplification is possible, i.e., φn(d) =
d for any d.

If not only the sender, but also other parties can broadcast some short
messages, then (strong) domain amplification is possible for any n. We
show that broadcasting 8n logn bits of information in total suffices, in-
dependently of d, i.e., logφ∗n(d) ≤ 8n logn. On the negative side, we
show that at least n − 2 parties must broadcast at least one bit, i.e.,
min(log d,n − 2) ≤ logφ∗n(d).

The protocol that uses 8n logn bits to broadcast a value of domain
size d communicates exponentially many messages over point-to-point
channels. We give an optimized version of this protocol which commu-
nicates a polynomial number of messages over point-to-point channels
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but needs to broadcast O(n2 log log d) bits with the underlying broadcast
primitive.

Furthermore, we study the round complexity of domain-
amplification protocols. We show that any non-trivial construction
(where the underlying broadcast primitive is not used to broadcast the
message directly) cannot be constant-round.

3.2 Domain-Amplification Setting

A domain-amplification protocol consists of the programs π1, . . . , πn that
the players P1, . . . , Pn use. Each program πi is a randomized algorithm
(which takes an input from domain X in case of the sender’s program π1)
and produces an output. The program πi has n − 1 interfaces to point-to-
point channels to communicate with the other programs and additional
interfaces to access a special oracle BO providing access to the underly-
ing broadcast channels given as “black-box”.

We now describe how the programs interact with BO. First, we
extend the notion of d-broadcast given in Section 1.2.2. Let (r,Pi, d)-
broadcast be a broadcast channel available in round r which allows Pi to
broadcast one single value from a domain of size d among the parties. We
assume that each program πj has an interface to each (r,Pi, d)-broadcast
channel. Whenever we say that the parties broadcast with BO, we mean
that they actually access the corresponding broadcast channel by explic-
itly giving input/asking for an output on that channel’s interface.

The protocol must ensure that the correct parties agree on which
(r,Pi, d)-broadcast channels to invoke, that is, on r,Pi and d.9 We say
that a (r,Pi, d)-broadcast channel is used if the correct parties access it,
i.e., in round r correct parties expect an output provided by Pi of a do-
main of the size d (in case of a correct Pi, he provides the corresponding
input). Note that which channels are used by the protocol may not be
necessarily fixed a priori and may depend on the execution. We say that a
domain-amplification protocol has a static BO usage pattern if the broad-
cast channels used are fixed beforehand. As opposed to the static case,
protocols with a dynamic BO usage pattern allow to broadcast with BO

9This requirement stems from the observation that the broadcast channel may be im-
plemented via a different protocol and hence in order to employ it all correct parties must
start its execution together while agreeing on the broadcasting party and the domain of
the broadcast value. Note that without this requirement, the BO could be abused to reach
agreement on “hidden” information, e.g., one could broadcast an `-bit message vwith using
BO only for a single bit (in round v).
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Figure 3.1: Drawing of a program πi. It has n − 1 interfaces to
bilateral channels with other playersP∖{Pi} labeled
accordingly. The program πi is given v as input.

adaptively to the execution, where of course still agreement on which
broadcast channels to use is required among the correct parties.

Depending on which channels are used we distinguish the following
models.

Definition 3.1 The single-sender model allows for protocols where only
(r,P1, d)-broadcast channels are used, i.e., only P1 broadcasts with BO (If only
one channel is used then such a single-sender model is called single-shot; oth-
erwise, it is called multi-shot.) The multi-sender model does not put any limi-
tations on the broadcast channels used.

The costs d′ of BO usage of a domain-amplification protocol with a
static BO pattern is defined to be ∏i di, where di’s are the domain sizes
of the broadcast channels used. The protocols with a dynamic BO usage
pattern have costs d′ to be computed as the maximum of∏i di among all
possible executions.

A domain-amplification protocol that uses BO to broadcast a mes-
sage directly (i.e., its costs d′ are equal to the broadcast value domain
d = ∣X ∣) is called trivial. We say that a domain-amplification protocol is
non-trivial if d′ < d.

3.3 Impossibility Proofs of Domain Amplifica-
tion

We prove lower-bounds on the BO usage by employing a standard in-
distinguishability argument that is used to prove that certain security
goals cannot be achieved by any protocol in the Byzantine environ-
ment [PSL80]. Such a proof goes by contradiction, i.e., by assuming that
the security goals can be satisfied by means of some protocol (π1, . . . , πn).
Then the programs πi are used to build a configuration with contradictory
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behavior. The configuration consists of multiple copies of πi connected
with bilateral channels and given admissible inputs. A pictorial drawing
of a program in such a configuration is shown in Figure 3.1. When de-
scribing a configuration we will often use such a drawing accompanied
with a textual description. If in the drawing an interface to a bilateral
channel is not depicted then it is connected to a “null” device which sim-
ulates the program sending no messages. The interfaces to BO are never
drawn. Once the configuration is built, one simultaneously starts all the
programs in the configuration and analyzes the outputs produced by the
programs locally. By arguing that the view of some programs πi and πj
in the configuration is indistinguishable from their view when run by the
corresponding players Pi and Pj (while the adversary corrupts the re-
maining players in P ∖ {Pi, Pj}) one deduces consistency conditions on
the outputs by πi and πj that lead to a contradiction.

The main novelty of the proofs presented is that we consider an ex-
tended communication model where in addition to bilateral channels
players are given access to BO. While following the path described
above, one needs to additionally define the BO behavior in the configu-
ration.

In the following impossibility proofs we assume that the BO usage
pattern is static. Later in Section 3.8 we show how to adapt the impos-
sibility proofs given to include protocols with a dynamic BO usage pat-
tern. Furthermore, the lower bounds are given only for perfectly-secure
protocols, i.e., those that fail with probability 0.

3.4 Existing Domain-Amplification Protocols

Since broadcast can be implemented from bilateral channels for t <

n/3 [BGP92], one can trivially see this protocol as domain-amplification
protocol that does not employ BO protocol.

All known protocols for efficient multi-valued broadcast [TC84, FH06,
LV11a, Pat11] can be interpreted as domain-amplification protocols, as
they actually employ an underlying broadcast scheme for short messages
(besides the point-to-point channels). These protocols tolerate only t <
n/3 or t < n/2.10

Another method for domain amplification can be derived from ex-
isting signature-based broadcast protocols [DS83, PW96]. One can use

10Note that in [LV11a] the authors state that their broadcast protocol can be extended to
tolerate t ≥ n/3. We detail in Appendix A why this extension is only possible for t < n/2.
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the available black-box broadcast oracle BO to generate an appropriate
setup (e.g., a PKI) and then use the corresponding protocol over point-to-
point channels to broadcast the `-bit message. Thus we obtain domain-
amplification protocols for t < n with cryptographic and statistical secu-
rity.

The following table summarizes the complexity costs of the existing
approaches to domain amplification.

Thr. Security BO Bil. Chann. Ref.

t < n/3

0 O(`n2) [BGP92]

perfect
O(n) O(`n2) [TC84]

O(
√
`n2 + n4) O(`n) [LV11a]

O(n2) O(`n) [Pat11]

t < n/2 inf.-th. O(n2 + nκ) O(`n + n3κ) [FH06]

t < n

perfect

`B(1) 0 Trivial

8n logn O(n2n+3`) Sec. 3.6.1

O(n2 log `) O(n3`) Sec. 3.6.2

crypto
O(nκ) O(`n2 + n3κ) [DS83]

O(n2 + nκ) O(`n) Sec. 4.2

inf.-th.
O(n8κ(log `)2) O(`n2 + n6κ) [PW96]

O(n4 + n3κ) O(`n) Sec. 4.3

Table 3.1: The overview of existing domain-amplification pro-
tocols. The columns labeled “BO” and “Bil.
Chann.” represent the communication costs over BO
and bilateral channels, respectively. The table omits
the protocol given in Section 3.5.1 that can be used
only for n = 3.

3.5 Single-Sender Model

In this section we consider a single-sender model, that is, only the sender
is allowed to use the BO oracle. First, we completely investigate the
situation for n = 3, that is, we show that 3-broadcast is enough to simu-
late any d-broadcast while 2-broadcast is not. On the negative side, we
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prove that for any n > 3 perfectly secure domain amplification is not pos-
sible, showing that n = 3 is a peculiar case in the context of domain-
amplification protocols.

3.5.1 Domain Amplification for 3 Parties

We construct a domain-amplification protocol for three parties that al-
lows the sender to broadcast a value v from domain X of size d, where
the sender uses BO to broadcast one value from a domain X ′ of size
d′ = 3. For ease of presentation, we assume that X = [d] and X ′ = [3].

The protocol works recursively. For d = 3, v is broadcast directly via
BO. For d ≥ 4, the sender transmits v to both recipients, who then ex-
change the received values and forward the exchanged values back to
the sender. Finally, the sender broadcasts a hint h from domain [d − 1],
which allows each recipient to decide which of the values he holds is the
right one. Broadcasting the hint is realized via recursion.11

The crucial trick in this protocol is the computation of the hint h. Very
generically, this computation is expressed as a special function which
takes as input three values (the original value v and the two values sent
back to the sender) and outputs h. Given the hint h, the recipients decide
on the value received from the sender if it is consistent with h. Otherwise,
if the other recipient’s value (as received in the exchange phase) is con-
sistent with h, then that value is taken. Finally, if no value is consistent
with h then some default value (say �) is taken.

More formally, denote the value of the sender by v; the values re-
ceived by the recipients P2 and P3 by v2 and v3, respectively; the values
received by the recipients in the exchange phase by v32 and v23, respec-
tively; and the values sent back to the sender by v321 and v231, respec-
tively. The sender computes the hint h to be gd(v, v321, v231), where gd is
a hint-producing function mapping triples of values from [d] × [d] × [d]
into the hint domain [d − 1]. Once the hint h is computed, the sender
broadcasts it. Recipient P2 outputs v2 if h = gd(v2, v32, ṽ231) for some
ṽ231 ∈ [d]. Otherwise, P2 outputs v32 if h = gd(v32, ṽ321, v2) for some
ṽ321 ∈ [d]. Otherwise, P2 outputs �. P3 decides analogously. Clearly, this
protocol guarantees validity. Consistency is achieved as long as

∀v2, v3, ṽ231, ṽ321 ∈ [d] ∶ v2 /= v3 ⇒ gd(v2, v3, ṽ231) /= gd(v3, ṽ321, v2). (3.1)

11As we see later, the recursion can be made much more efficient with the help of so-
called identifying predicates. We focus on the feasibility results and hence do not optimize
the protocols.
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For d ≥ 4, the function gd(x, y, z) can be constructed as follows: For
x ≤ d − 1, let gd(x, y, z) = x (for any y, z). For x = d, let gd(x, y, z) =

min([d − 1] ∖ {y, z}). One can easily verify that gd satisfies (3.1).

Protocol AmplifyBC3(d, v)
1. If d = 3 then broadcast v using the BO.
2. Otherwise:

2.1 P1 sends v to P2 and P3. Denote the values received with
v2 and v3, respectively.

2.2 P2 sends v2 to P3 and P3 sends v3 to P2. Denote the values
received by P2 and P3 with v32 and v23, respectively.

2.3 P2 sends v32 to P1 and P3 sends v23 to P1. Denote the values
received by v321 and v231, respectively.

2.4 P1 computes h = gd(v, v321, v231).
Parties invoke AmplifyBC3(d − 1, h).

2.5 P2: If there exists ṽ231 such that h = gd(v2, v32, ṽ231) decide
on v2. Else if there exists ṽ321 such that h = gd(v32, ṽ321, v2)
decide on v32. Otherwise decide on �.

2.6 P3: If there exists ṽ321 such that h = gd(v3, ṽ321, v23) decide
on v3. Else if there exists ṽ231 such that h = gd(v23, v3, ṽ231)
decide on v23. Otherwise decide on �.

Lemma 3.1 The protocol AmplifyBC3 achieves broadcast for any t < n = 3. The
sender P1 broadcasts one value from domain [3] via BO.

Proof: We prove by induction that the broadcast properties are satisfied.
For d = 3, broadcast is achieved by assumption of BO. Now consider
d ≥ 4:

VALIDITY: If the sender is correct, then P2 and P3 receive h =

gd(v, v321, v231) as output from the recursive call to AmplifyBC3. As
h = gd(v2, v32, ṽ231) for ṽ231 = v231, a correct P2 decides on v2 = v.
Analogously, h = gd(v3, ṽ321, v23) for ṽ321 = v321, a correct P3 decides
on v3 = v.

CONSISTENCY: This property is non-trivial only if both P2 and P3 are
correct, hence v23 = v2 and v32 = v3. Due to the Consistency property
of the recursive call to AmplifyBC3 both P2 and P3 receive the same
hint h. If v2 = v3, then by inspection of the protocol both parties decide
on the same value (namely on v2 if h ∈ {gd(v2, v2, ⋅), gd(v2, ⋅, v2)} and
on � otherwise). If v2 /= v3, then (3.1) implies that if P2 decides on
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Figure 3.2: The configuration for n = 3 to show the impossibility
of domain amplification with broadcasting 1 bit only
via BO

v2 (i.e., h = gd(v2, v32, ṽ231)), then P3 does not decide on v3 (i.e., h /=

gd(v3, ṽ321, v23)), but decides on v23 = v2 (i.e., h = gd(v23, v3, ṽ231)).
Analogously, if P3 decides on v3, then P2 decides on v3 as well.

TERMINATION: Follows by inspection.

3.5.2 Lower Bounds in the Single-Sender Model

Lemma 3.2 There is no perfectly-secure protocol among 3 parties achieving do-
main amplification for domain X with ∣X ∣ ≥ 3 by broadcasting only 1 bit via
BO and tolerating any t < 3 corruptions.

Proof: Assume towards a contradiction that there is such a protocol
(π1, π2, π3). Without loss of generality, assume that X = [d] for some
d ≥ 3.

We consider the following configuration: For i = 1,2,3 and j = 1,2,3

let πji be an instance of πi. For j = 1,2,3 let πj1 be given input j. We
construct the configuration by connecting programs πji as shown in Fig-
ure 3.2. Now we execute the programs. Whenever any program πj1
broadcasts a bit with BO this bit is given to programs πj2 and πj3.

Since there are 3 programs π1
1 , π

2
1 , π

3
1 broadcasting 1 bit only, there ex-

ist two of them πi1 and πj1 broadcasting the same bit. Without loss of
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Figure 3.3: The configuration for n = 4 to show the impossibil-
ity of non-trivial domain amplification with only the
sender broadcasting

generality, assume that π1
1 and π2

1 broadcast the same bit. The configura-
tion can be interpreted in three different ways, which lead to contradict-
ing requirements on the outputs of the programs. (i) P1 holds input 1 and
executes π1

1 , P3 executes π1
3 , and P2 is corrupted and executes the remain-

ing programs in the configuration. Due to the validity property, π1
3 must

output 1. (ii) P1 holds input 2 and executes π2
1 , P2 executes π2

2 , and P3

is corrupted and executes the remaining programs in the configuration.
Due to the validity property, π2

2 must output 2. (iii) P3 executes π1
3 , P2

executes π2
2 , and P1 is corrupted and executes the remaining programs

in the configuration. Due to the consistency property, π1
3 and π2

2 must
output the same value. These three requirements cannot be satisfied si-
multaneously, hence whatever output the programs make, the protocol
(π1, π2, π3) is not a perfectly-secure domain-amplification protocol.

Lemma 3.3 There is no perfectly-secure protocol among n ≥ 4 parties achieving
non-trivial domain amplification in the single-sender multi-shot model tolerat-
ing any t < n corruptions.

Proof: We first prove the lemma for n = 4, then reduce the case of arbi-
trary n > 4 to n = 4.
(Case n = 4) Assume towards a contradiction that there exists a

perfectly-secure protocol (π1, π2, π3, π4) achieving non-trivial
domain-amplification in the single-sender model in q rounds (for
some q ∈ N). On the highest level our proof consists of three steps.
(i) we define a configuration. (ii) we show that all programs in
the configuration must output the same value v. (iii) we use an
information flow argument to prove that there is a program in the
configuration that does not have enough information to output v
with probability 1 (this argument is inspired by [Lam83]).
(i) We consider the following configuration: Let πji denote an instance
of the program πi. Consider a chain of q + 2 programs π1

1 , π
2
2 , π

3
3 , π

4
4 ,

π5
2 , π

6
3 , . . . , π

q+2
z connected as shown in Figure 3.3. The chain is built

starting with a program π1
1 and then by repeatedly alternating copies
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of the programs π2, π3 and π4 until the chain has q + 2 programs. To
simplify the notation we will sometimes refer to the programs in the
chain without the subscript, i.e., as to π1, π2, . . . , πq+2. Let π1

1 be given
as input a uniform random variable V chosen from domain X . Now
we execute the programs. Whenever π1

1 uses BO to broadcast some
x, the value x is given to all recipients’ programs in the configuration
(i.e., to all πji such that i ∈ {2,3,4}).
(ii) First, we prove that any pair of connected recipients’ programs
(πai , π

a+1
j ) (a ≥ 2) in the chain output the same value. One can view

the configuration as the player Pi running the program πai and Pj run-
ning πa+1j while the adversary corrupting {P1, P2, P3, P4} ∖ {Pi, Pj} is
simulating the programs π1, . . . , πa−1 and πa+2, . . . , πq+2. Due to the
consistency property, πai and πa+1j must output the same value. Since
every connected pair of the recipients’ programs in the chain outputs
the same value, then the programs π2, . . . , πa+1 in the configuration
output the same value. Moreover, the configuration can be viewed as
P1 executing π1

1 , P2 executing π2
2 while the adversary who corrupts

{P3, P4} is simulating the remaining chain. Due to the validity prop-
erty, π2

2 must output V . Finally, each recipient’s program π2, . . . , πq+2

in the chain outputs V .
(iii) Let Sri be a random variable denoting the state of the program
πi in the chain after r rounds of the protocol execution. By state we
understand the input that the program has, the set of all messages that
the program received up to the rth round over point-to-point channels
and on the BO’s interface together with the random coins it has used.
Let Br be a random variable denoting the list of the values that have
been broadcast with BO up to the rth round.
After r rounds only programs π1, π2, . . . , πr+1 can receive full
information about V . The remaining programs in the chain
πr+2, πr+3, . . . , πq+2 can receive only the information that was dis-
tributed with BO, i.e., the information contained in Br. That is, one
can verify by induction that for any r and for all i ≥ r + 2 holds
I(V ;Sri ∣B

r) = 0. Hence, for the last program in the chain πq+2 after
q rounds of computation it holds that I(V ;Sqq+2∣B

q) = 0 and hence
I(V ;Sqq+2) ≤ H(Bq). Because we assumed that the protocol achieves
non-trivial domain-amplification we have that H(Bq) < H(V ). Com-
bining these facts we get that I(V ;Sqq+2) < H(V ). Hence, the last
program πq+2 cannot output V with probability one, a contradiction.

(Case n > 4) Assume towards a contradiction that there is a protocol
(π1, π2, π3, . . . , πn) allowing to do domain amplification in the single-
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sender model. One particular strategy of the adversary is to corrupt
parties P5, . . . , Pn and make them not execute their corresponding
programs π5, . . . , πn. Still, the remaining protocol (π1, π2, π3, π4) must
achieve broadcast, which contradicts the first case.

3.5.3 Summary

Theorem 3.1 If n = 3 then ∀d ≥ 3 φ3(d) = 3; if n > 3 then ∀d φn(d) = d.

The first statement follows from combining Lemma 3.1 and
Lemma 3.2. The second statement follows from Lemma 3.3.

3.6 Multi-Sender Model

As we have seen in the previous section in the single-sender model no
domain amplification is achievable for n ≥ 4. In this section we con-
sider a generalization of this model by allowing recipients to broadcast
with BO as well. In such a model we show that domain amplification
is achievable for any n. Moreover, we prove that in order to achieve a
non-trivial domain amplification for arbitrary n essentially all recipients
must broadcast with BO.

3.6.1 Domain Amplification for n Parties

In this section we present a domain-amplification protocol for n par-
ties, where the parties broadcast with BO at most 8n logn bits in total.
First, we present a protocol for multi-graded broadcast, which achieves
only a relaxed variant of broadcast, but only requires the sender to use
BO. Then, we give the main domain-amplification protocol, which uses
multi-graded broadcast and BO (by each party) to achieve broadcast.

While the presented protocol is very efficient in terms of the BO us-
age (it broadcasts via BO only 8n logn bits to achieve broadcast of any `
bits), it communicates exponentially many messages over authenticated
channels. We then show how to optimize this protocol such that it com-
municates only a polynomial (in n) number of messages at the expense
of a higher BO usage.
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Multi-Graded Broadcast

We extend the original gradecast primitive (cf. Section 2.2.2) with a more
flexible grading system and define a new primitive called multi-graded
broadcast (a similar grading extension “Proxcast” is given in [CFF+05]).

Definition 3.2 A protocol achieves multi-graded broadcast if it allows the
sender P1 to distribute a value v among parties R with every party Pi out-
putting a value vi with a grade gi ∈ [n] such that:
VALIDITY: If the sender P1 is correct, then every correct Pi ∈ R outputs

(vi, gi) = (v,1).
GRADED CONSISTENCY: If a correct Pi ∈R outputs (vi, gi) with gi < n, then

every correct Pj ∈R outputs (vj , gj) with vj = vi and gj ≤ gi + 1.
TERMINATION: Every correct party in P terminates.

Intuitively, the grade can be understood as the consistency level
achieved. The “strongest” grade gi = 1 means that from the point of view
of Pi, the sender “looks correct”. Grade gi = 2 means that Pi actually
knows that the sender is incorrect; however, there might be an honest Pj
for whom the sender looks correct. Grade gi = 3 means that Pi knows that
the sender is incorrect and every honest Pj knows so, too; however, there
might be an honest Pk who does not know that every honest Pj knows
that the sender is incorrect. And so on till the “weakest” grade gi = n.

The protocol proceeds as follows: The sender sends the value v he
wants to broadcast to all parties, who then exchange the received value(s)
during 2n rounds. That is, in every round each party sends the set of val-
ues received so far to every other party. In this way each recipient Pi
forms a growing sequence of sets M1

i ⊆M
2
i ⊆ ⋯ ⊆M2n

i (the set Mr
i repre-

sents the set of all messages received by Pi up to the round r). Finally, the
sender distributes a hint consisting of the key k for an identifying predi-
cate Qk that should identify v among the values that the recipients hold.
Then each recipient Pi computes his grade gi to be the smallest number
in [n] such that both Mgi

i and M2n−gi
i contain a uniquely identified mes-

sage. There could be only one value vi uniquely identified in both sets
since Mgi

i ⊆M2n−gi
i . Then Pi outputs vi with the grade gi. Clearly, if the

sender is correct, then each correct recipient outputs gi = 1. Otherwise,
since for every pair Pi, Pj of correct recipients it holds that Mgi

i ⊆ Mgi+1
j

and M2n−(gi+1)
j ⊆M2n−gi

i we have gj ≤ gi + 1.
Let us detail the step when the sender distributes his hint k. While

it can be done directly with the help of BO (which would lead to a less
efficient construction), we let the parties invoke gradecast recursively to
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distribute the k. Once each player Pi outputs a key ki with a grade g′i he
uses ki as a hint. Then the final grade is computed by Pi as the maximum
of two grades gi and g′i, i.e., it is computed as the “weakest” grade among
the two.

Protocol Multi-GradedBC(P1,X , v)
1. If ∣X ∣ ≤ ∣KXn2n ∣ then P1 broadcasts v using BO, and every Pi ∈ R

outputs (v,1).
2. Otherwise:

2.1 Sender P1: Set M0
1 ∶= {v}. ∀Pi ∈R: Set M0

i ∶= ∅.
2.2 For r = 0, . . . ,2n − 1:

∀Pi ∈ P : Send Mr
i (of size at most nr) to all Pj ∈ P , Pj

denotes the union of the received sets with Mr+1
j , i.e.,

Mr+1
j = ⋃iM

r
i .

2.3 Sender P1: Choose a key k for the n2n-identifying predicate
Q with domain X , the set of values M2n

1 and the value v.
2.4 Players P invoke Multi-GradedBC(P1,K

X
n2n , k) recursively.

Let (ki, g′i) denote the output of Pi ∈R.
2.5 ∀Pi ∈R: Let g be the smallest number in [n] such that there

exists u which is uniquely identified by Qki in Mg
i and in

M2n−g
i . Output (vi, gi) = (u,max(g, g′i)). If such g does not

exist output (vi, gi) = (�, n).

Lemma 3.4 The protocol Multi-GradedBC achieves multi-graded broadcast for
t < nwhile requiring only the sender to use BO to broadcast one value of at most
⌈7n logn⌉ bits and communicating O(n2n+3 log ∣X ∣) bits over bilateral chan-
nels.

Proof: We prove by induction that multi-graded broadcast is achieved.
For ∣X ∣ ≤ ∣KXn2n ∣, multi-graded broadcast is achieved by assumption of
BO. For ∣X ∣ > ∣KXn2n ∣:

VALIDITY: If the sender is correct then he selects a key k for the n2n-
identifying predicate Qk such that only his value v is identified by
Qk in M2n

1 . All correct players get (k,1) as output from the recursive
call to Multi-GradedBC (due to the Validity property of the recursive
Multi-GradedBC). Since for every correct player Pi it holds that M1

i ⊆

M2n−1
i ⊆M2n

1 and v ∈M1
i this implies that v is uniquely identified in

M1
i and in M2n−1

i . Hence Pi computes vi = v and gi = 1.
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GRADED CONSISTENCY: Let Pi denote a correct recipient outputting the
smallest grade gi. If gi = n then Graded Consistency holds trivially.
Now assume that gi < n, and hence g′i < n. Consider any other correct
recipient Pj . Due to the Graded Consistency property of the recursive
Multi-GradedBC, the fact that g′i < n implies that Pi and Pj have the
same keys ki and kj which we denote with k. Observe that Mgi

i ⊆

Mgi+1
j ⊆ M

2n−(gi+1)
j ⊆ M2n−gi

i . The value vi is uniquely identified by
Qk in both Mgi

i and M2n−gi
i , hence vi is uniquely identified in both

Mgi+1
j and M

2n−(gi+1)
j . Hence the grade gj ∈ {gi, gi + 1}. If gj = gi + 1

then vj = vi. If gj = gi then, since Mgi
j ⊆ Mgi+1

j and vi is uniquely
identified in Mgi+1

j , the only value that can be uniquely identified by
Qk in Mgi

j is vi. This implies that vj = vi.
TERMINATION: Follows by inspection.

It remains to prove the stated communication complexity bounds. We
denote the logarithm of broadcast domain size at the rth recursive level
to be `r. We have that `0 = log ∣X ∣ and `i+1 is defined recursively to be
2⌈log(n2n`i)⌉. It can be verified that `i+1 < `i for any `i > 7n logn. Note
that BO is only used at the deepest recursion level. Hence, the sender P1

broadcasts with BO at most ⌈7n logn⌉ bits.
The communication costs of one iteration of Multi-GradedBC over bi-

lateral channels consist of distributing sets Mr
i (of size at most nr) for

each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and r ∈ {0, . . . ,2n − 1}. Hence, the total number of
messages send in each iteration is at most n2n+1. Each message at the
ith iteration is of `i bits. It can also be verified that `i+1 < `i/2 for any
`i > 14n logn. Hence the total number of bits communicated over bilat-
eral channels is at most O(n2n+3 log ∣X ∣).

Main Protocol

The domain-amplification protocol first invokes multi-graded broadcast.
Then, each party broadcasts his grade (using BO), and decides depend-
ing on the grades broadcast whether to use the output of multi-graded
broadcast or to use some default value (say �) as output.

The core idea of the protocol lies in the analysis of the grades broad-
cast. Denote the set of all grades by G = {gi}i. As ∣R∣ = n − 1, there exists
a grade g ∈ [n] with g ∉ G. Consider the smallest grade gi of an honest
party Pi. If gi > g, then clearly the grade gj of each honest party Pj is
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gj > g. On the other hand, if gi < g, then by the definition of multi-graded
broadcast, the grade gj of any honest party Pj is gj ≤ gi + 1, hence gj < g.
In other words, either the grades of all honest parties are below g, or the
grades of all honest parties are above g. In the former case, every honest
party Pi has gi < n and hence all values vi are equal (and are a valid out-
put of broadcast). In the latter case, no honest party Pi has grade gi = 1,
hence the recipients can output some default value �.

Protocol AmplifyBCn(P1,X , v)
1. PlayersP invoke Multi-GradedBC(P1,X , v), let (gi, vi) denote the

output of Pi.
2. ∀Pi ∈ R: Broadcast gi using BO. Let G denote the set of all gi

broadcast.
3. ∀Pi ∈ R: Let g = min([n] ∖ G). If gi < g, then decide on vi,

otherwise decide on �.

Lemma 3.5 The protocol AmplifyBCn achieves broadcast for t < n and requires
the sender to broadcast with BO one value of at most ⌈7n logn⌉ bits and each of
the recipients to broadcast one value from domain [n]. In total at most 8n logn
bits need to be broadcast via BO and O(n2n+3 log ∣X ∣) bits need to be commu-
nicated over bilateral channels.

Proof: We show that each of the broadcast properties are satisfied:
VALIDITY: If the sender is correct then all correct parties get (v,1) as an

output from Multi-GradedBC and decide on v.
CONSISTENCY: Let g = min([n]∖G), and let Pi denote a correct recipient

outputting the smallest grade gi. If gi < g, then clearly gi < n, and all
honest parties Pj hold the same value vj = vi and grade gj ≤ gi + 1. As
gj /= g, it follows gj < g. Hence, every honest party Pj outputs vj = vi.
On the other hand, if gi > g, then every honest party Pj holds gj > g
and outputs �.

TERMINATION: Follows by inspection.
It remains to prove the stated communication complexity of the pro-
tocol. The protocol AmplifyBCn requires the sender to broadcast one
value of at most ⌈7n logn⌉ bits during the Multi-GradedBC invocation
(cf. Lemma 3.4). Furthermore, each recipient broadcasts the grade (of
domain [n]) using BO. This sums up to at most 8n logn bits over-
all. The protocol AmplifyBCn uses bilateral channels only during the in-
vocation of Multi-GradedBC. Hence, AmplifyBCn communicates at most
O(22n+3 log ∣X ∣) bits over bilateral channels.
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3.6.2 A Protocol with Polynomial Communication

The main disadvantage of the protocol AmplifyBCn is that the underlying
gradecast protocol Multi-GradedBC requires exponential message com-
munication. Here we briefly sketch how one can achieve polynomial
communication complexity in Multi-GradedBC at the cost of higher BO
usage. The main idea of the new protocol Multi-GradedBC+ is to allow
recipients to use BO such that they can filter out messages from the sets
Mr
i . Roughly speaking, if a recipient holds a set of messages Mr

i then he
broadcasts a “challenge” forcing the sender in his response to invalidate
at least all but one values in Mr

i . After each of the recipients has his set
Mr
i filtered, recipients continue exchanging sets consisting of at most one

element.

Lemma 3.6 The protocol AmplifyBCn with the underlying gradecast imple-
mentation by Multi-GradedBC+ achieves broadcast of messages from X for
t < n while broadcasting O(n2 log log ∣X ∣) bits with BO and communicating
O(n3 log ∣X ∣) bits over point-to-point channels.

The Protocol Multi-GradedBC+

The protocol proceeds as follows: The sender sends the value v he wants
to broadcast among all recipients R, who then exchange the received
value(s) during n − 1 rounds. In each round r each party Pi sends the
value it currently holds (denoted with vri ) to every other party and forms
the set of at most n received values. Then each party broadcasts a key ki
for an n-resolution function which resolves the set of the values received.
In the end of the round the sender broadcasts the values y1, . . . , yn of the
resolution function for the keys k1, . . . , kn so that each of the recipients
keeps at most one value identified by all (ki, yi). Finally, each recipient
Pi decides on the grade gi to be the first “stable” round starting from
which the value he holds remain unchanged, i.e., vgii = vgi+1i = ⋯ = vni .

Protocol Multi-GradedBC+(P1,X , v):
1. Sender P1: Send v to every Pi ∈R.

∀Pi ∈R: Denote the message received from the sender by v1i .
r. In each step r = 2, . . . , n, execute the following sub-steps:

r.1 ∀Pi ∈ R: Send the value vr−1i to all Pj ∈ R, Pj denotes the
set of the received values with Mr

j .
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r.2 ∀Pi ∈ R: Choose a key kri for an n-resolution function F
with domainX , that resolves the set of values Sri . Broadcast
the key kri using the BO.

r.3 Sender P1: Broadcast a list of values (Fkr2(v), . . . , Fkrn(v))
using the BO. Denote the list broadcast with (yr2, . . . , y

r
n).

r.4 ∀Pi ∈R: Select vri to be some u ∈Mr
i such that u is identified

by (krj , y
r
j ) for all j; set vri to � if no such u exists.

n+1.∀Pi ∈ R: Compute gi to be the smallest step r such that vri =

vr+1i = ⋯ = vni . Output (vni , gi).

Lemma 3.7 The protocol Multi-GradedBC+ achieves multi-graded broadcast
for t < n while requiring O(n2 log log ∣X ∣) bits to be broadcast with BO and
communicating O(n3 log ∣X ∣) bits over point-to-point channels.

Proof: We show that each of the multi-graded broadcast properties is
satisfied:
VALIDITY: If the sender is correct then for any key k he broadcasts

y = Fk(v) such that only his value v is chosen by correct recipients
at every iteration. Hence each correct Pi computes vi = v and gi = 1.

GRADED CONSISTENCY: Let Pi denote a correct recipient outputting the
smallest grade gi. If gi = n then Graded Consistency holds trivially.
Now assume that gi < n. Consider any other correct recipient Pj .
Observe that vgii ∈ Mgi+1

j . Since Pi kept the value vgii till the round n

it implies that vgii is identified in Sri by all pairs (kra, y
r
a) for all a and

r ≥ gi. Hence, vgii is identified in Mgi+1
j ,Mgi+2

j , . . . ,Mn
j by all pairs

(kra, y
r
a) for all a and r ≥ gi+1. Moreover, since Pj chose the keys krj for

a resolution function faithfully, only a unique value can be identified
in Mgi+1

j ,Mgi+2
j , . . . ,Mn

j . Since only a unique value can be identified
then Pj outputs vj = v

gi
i with the grade gj ≤ gi + 1.

TERMINATION: Follows by inspection.
It remains to prove the stated communication complexity of the

protocol. Let ` = log ∣X ∣. At each step r = 2, . . . , n of the protocol
Multi-GradedBC+, every recipient Pi broadcasts a key kri for a family of
n-resolution functions and the sender broadcasts a list of n values of the
function. If the polynomial-based construction of the resolution func-
tion is used then each key and a value of function consists of ⌈log(n2`)⌉
bits. Since in total the protocol works in n − 1 rounds we broadcast
2(n − 1)2⌈log(n2`)⌉ bits with BO. This expression can be rewritten as
O(n2(logn + log `)). We can assume that ` > n, since for ` ≤ n it is easier
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to run the trivial algorithm that broadcasts a message bit by bit. Sum-
ming up the analysis above, we have that the total number of the BO
invocations during the protocol run is O(n2 log `).

The communication costs of Multi-GradedBC+ over bilateral channels
consist of distributing n− 1 `-bit messages during Step 1 and exchanging
of (n − 1)2(n − 1) `-bit messages during Steps 2, . . . , n. Hence, the total
number of bits that need to be communicated is O(n3`).

3.6.3 Lower Bounds in the Multi-Sender Model

Based on the approach presented in Section 3.3 we investigate the
lower bounds on the domain-amplification protocols in the multi-sender
model. As it was shown for the single-sender model there is no domain-
amplification possible when only the sender uses BO for n ≥ 4. We ex-
tend this result by showing that the sender and at least all but 2 recipients
are required to broadcast some information via BO to achieve non-trivial
domain-amplification.

Lemma 3.8 Every perfectly-secure domain-amplification protocol tolerating t <
n requires the sender P1 to broadcast at least 1 bit via BO.

Proof: We first prove the theorem for n = 3, then reduce the case of
arbitrary n > 3 to n = 3.
(Case n = 3) Assume towards a contradiction that there is a protocol (π1,

π2, π3) allowing the parties P1, P2, P3 to do domain amplification,
where the sender does not broadcast with BO. We consider the fol-
lowing configuration: Let πu1 and πv1 denote two instances of the pro-
gram π1, where πu1 is given input u and πv1 is given input v for u /= v
chosen from the broadcast input domain X . We connect programs πu1 ,
π2, π3 and πv1 with bilateral channels as shown in Figure 3.4. Now we
execute the programs. Whenever π2 or π3 use BO to broadcast some
x, the value x is given to all recipients’ programs, i.e., to programs
πu1 , π

v
1 , π3 when π2 broadcasts, and to programs πu1 , π

v
1 , π2 when π3

broadcasts .
The configuration can be interpreted in three different ways, which
lead to contradicting requirements on the outputs of the programs. (i)
P1 holds input u and executes πu1 , P2 executes π2, and P3 is corrupted
and executes π3 and πv1 . Due to the validity property, π2 must output
u. (ii) P1 holds input v and executes πv1 , P3 executes π3, and P2 is cor-
rupted and executes π2 and πu1 . Due to the validity property, π3 must
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πu1 πv1π2
2 π2

3

u v

2 1 313 2

Figure 3.4: The configuration for n = 3 to show that the sender
must use BO to broadcast at least one bit

output v. (iii) P2 executes π2, P3 executes π3, and P1 is corrupted and
executes πu1 and πv1 . Due to the consistency property, π2 and π3 must
output the same value. These three requirements cannot be satisfied
simultaneously, hence whatever output the programs make, the pro-
tocol (π1, π2, π3) is not a perfectly-secure domain-amplification proto-
col.

(Case n > 3) Assume towards a contradiction that there is a protocol
(π1, π2, π3, . . . , πn) allowing to do domain amplification where the
sender does not broadcast with BO. One particular strategy of the
adversary is to corrupt parties P4, . . . , Pn and make them not execute
their corresponding programs π4, . . . , πn. Still, the remaining protocol
(π1, π2, π3) must achieve broadcast, which contradicts the first case.

Lemma 3.9 Every perfectly-secure non-trivial domain-amplification protocol
for t < n requires that at least all but 2 of the recipients broadcast at least 1
bit with BO.

Proof: Assume towards a contradiction that there is a protocol (π1, π2,
π3, . . . , πn) allowing to do non-trivial domain amplification with three re-
cipients’ programs not broadcasting with BO. Without loss of generality,
assume that these programs are π2, π3, π4.12 One particular strategy of
the adversary is to corrupt parties P5, . . . , Pn and make them not execute
their corresponding programs π5, . . . , πn. The programs π1, π2, π3, π4 of
the remaining honest players can then put the values sent and broadcast
by the corrupted parties to some default value (say �). The remaining
protocol (π1, π2, π3, π4) achieves non-trivial domain amplification, which
contradicts Lemma 3.3.

3.6.4 Summary

The following theorem summarizes results obtained in this section (The
proof of this theorem follows from Lemmas 3.5, 3.8 and 3.9.)

12Such not broadcasting programs’ indices are fixed because we considered protocols
with static BO usage pattern.
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Theorem 3.2 For all n, d we have 8n logn ≥ logφ∗n(d) ≥ min(log d,n − 2).13

Additionally, we gave an efficient protocol that allows to broadcast
an `-bit value while broadcasting O(n2 log `) bits with BO and commu-
nicating O(n3`) bits over point-to-point channels.

3.7 On The Round Complexity of Domain-
Amplification Protocols

While the primary goal of this chapter is to minimize the BO usage,
one often optimizes the protocols with respect to another measure of the
protocols’ efficiency, namely, number of rounds employed by a protocol.
According to this measure there are two principal classes of protocols:
constant-round and non-constant round. In the following we investi-
gate whether it is possible to obtain non-trivial constant-round domain-
amplification protocols.

Theorem 3.3 There is no perfectly-secure constant-round non-trivial domain-
amplification protocol for t < n in the multi-sender model.

Proof: Take any non-trivial domain-amplification protocol (π1, . . . , πn)
which terminates in some constant q number of rounds. Consider n such
that q < n − 1 (e.g., set n ∶= q + 2). On the highest level our proof consists
of three steps. (i) we define a configuration (inspired by [GKKO07]). (ii)
we show that all recipients’ programs in the configuration must output
the same value v. (iii) we use an information flow argument to prove that
there is a program in the configuration that does not have enough infor-
mation to output v with probability 1.
(i) Consider a chain of n programs π1, π2, π3, . . . , πn connected with bilat-
eral channels as shown in Figure 3.5. In this configuration only programs
that are connected communicate, i.e., π1 communicates only with π2 and
receives no messages from parties inP∖{P1, P2}. Let π1 be given as input
a uniform random variable V chosen from the broadcast input domain
X . Now we execute the programs. Whenever any program πi broadcasts
any value using the BO this value is delivered to all recipients’ programs
in the configuration (i.e., to all πj such that j ≠ i).
(ii) First, we prove that any pair of connected recipients’ programs
(πi, πi+1) (i ≥ 2) in the chain outputs the same value. One can view

13The last inequality combines the facts that any non-trivial domain amplification proto-
col broadcasts at least n − 2 bits, whereas the trivial protocol always uses log d bits.
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π1 π2 π3 π4 π5 π6 π7 . . . πn
V

Figure 3.5: The configuration to show the impossibility of non-
trivial construction

the configuration as the player Pi running the program πi and Pi+1 run-
ning πi+1 while the adversary corrupting P ∖ {Pi, Pi+1} is simulating the
programs π1, . . . , πi−1 and πi+2, . . . , πn. Due to the consistency property,
πi and πi+1 must output the same value. Since every connected pair of
recipients’ programs in the chain outputs the same value, then all the re-
cipients’ programs in the configuration output the same value. Moreover,
the configuration can be viewed as P1 executing π1 and P2 executing π2
while the adversary corrupts P ∖ {P1, P2} and simulates the remaining
programs. Due to the validity property, π2 must output V . Finally, the
recipients’ programs π2, . . . , πn output V .
(iii) Let Sri be a random variable denoting the state of the program πi in
the chain after r rounds of the protocol execution. By state we understand
the input that the program has, the set of all messages that the program
received up to the rth round over point-to-point channels and via the un-
derlying broadcast procedure together with the random coins it has used.
LetBr be a random variable denoting the list of the values that have been
broadcast with the broadcast procedure up to the rth round.
After r rounds only programs π1, π2, . . . , πr+1 can receive full informa-
tion about V . The remaining programs in the chain πr+2, πr+3, . . . , πn can
receive only the information that was distributed with BO, i.e., the infor-
mation contained in Br. That is, one can verify by induction that for any
r and for all i ≥ r+2 holds I(V ;Sri ∣B

r) = 0. Hence, for the last program in
the chain πn after q rounds of computation it holds that I(V ;Sqn∣B

q) = 0
and hence I(V ;Sqn) ≤ H(Bq). Because we assumed that the construction
is non-trivial, we have thatH(Bq) <H(V ). Combining these facts we get
that I(V ;Sqn) ≤ H(V ). Hence, the last program πn cannot output V with
probability one, a contradiction.
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3.8 Impossibility Proofs for Dynamic Usage
Pattern

Dynamic usage patterns allow for protocols that adaptively decide dur-
ing the protocol execution which of the underlying broadcast channels
are used. In the single-sender model dynamic usage patterns allow to
adaptively decide on the round where the sender broadcasts with BO
and on the domain of the value broadcast. In the multi-sender model dy-
namic usage patterns allow to decide additionally on the party using BO
as sender.

In this section we show that the lower bounds we proved for the case
of the static usage pattern hold for the case of dynamic usage pattern as
well.14 We note that all the domain-amplification protocols we gave have
static usage patterns. Whether or not dynamic usage patterns allow for a
more efficient domain-amplification protocols is an open question.

3.8.1 Single-Sender Model

The impossibility proofs in the single-sender model for protocols with
static usage patterns (Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3) directly apply to the protocols
with dynamic usage patterns by the following observation: It can be eas-
ily seen that all programs in the configurations considered in the proofs
agree on the BO usage pattern.

3.8.2 Multi-Sender Model

In the multi-sender model, the impossibility proofs for the protocols with
static usage patterns (Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9) do not directly carry over to
the dynamic usage patterns setting. Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9 state that in any
non-trivial domain-amplification protocol (i) the sender must broadcast
with BO and (ii) at least all but 2 recipients must broadcast with BO.
There are two shortcomings when reusing the static usage pattern proofs
of these statements for protocols with dynamic usage patterns. First, one
needs to show only that there is some execution where the correspond-
ing statement holds (i.e., the sender broadcasts with BO, or all but 2
recipients broadcast with BO). Second, if we prove these two lemmas

14Because the costs of BO usage for the protocols with dynamic usage patterns are com-
puted as the highest BO usage among all executions, there could still exist protocols with
dynamic usage patterns which have BO usage costs smaller than the lower bounds in some
executions. Proving lower bounds for all executions is left as an open question.
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Figure 3.6: The configuration to show that at least all but 2 par-
ties must use BO to broadcast at least one bit. The
region describes a part of the configuration re-
sponsible for proving that at least all but 2 recipients
must broadcast with BO (a clone of the configura-
tion from Figure 3.5). The region describes a part
of the configuration responsible for proving that the
sender must broadcast with BO (a clone of the con-
figuration from Figure 3.4). The labels of the bilateral
channels’ interfaces on the picture are not drawn to
simplify the picture (Each pair of the copies of the
programs πi and πj is connected on interfaces j and
i, respectively.)
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individually, we show that any protocol achieving non-trivial domain-
amplification must have some executions where the sender broadcasts
with BO and some executions where all but 2 recipients broadcast with
BO. Combining these two statements does not necessarily imply that
there is an execution where the sender and all but 2 recipients broadcast
with BO. In the following we prove that there exists an execution where
all but 2 parties broadcast with BO.

Lemma 3.10 Every perfectly-secure non-trivial domain-amplification protocol
for t < n requires that at least all but 2 parties broadcast with BO.

Proof: Assume towards a contradiction that there exists a perfectly-
secure protocol (π1, . . . , πn) achieving non-trivial domain-amplification
in the multi-sender model in q rounds (for some q ∈ N) where in every ex-
ecution at most all but 3 parties broadcast with BO. Our proof consists of
five steps: First, we define a configuration of the given programs. Second,
we define the execution of the configuration and introduce the notion
of surviving programs, i.e., programs that terminate properly. Third, we
show that all surviving programs must output the same value v. Fourth,
we show that the sender must use BO in every execution of the config-
uration. Fifth, we use an information flow argument to prove that there
is a surviving program in the configuration that does not have enough
information to output v with probability 1.
(Defining the configuration) We consider the following configuration
(see Figure 3.6): Let πwi (where w is the sequence of integers) denote an
instance of the program πi. The programs in the configuration are put in
a tree as follows.

1. In the root of the tree we put program π1
1 .

2. On the second level of the tree we put programs π1i
i (i ∈ [n] ∖ {1})

connected via bilateral channels to the root program π1
1 on the cor-

responding interfaces.

3. Each program π1i
i from the second level is connected via bilateral

channels to the programs π1ij
j (j ∈ [n] ∖ {1, i}) on the third level on

the corresponding interfaces.

4. Each program π1ij
j from the third level is connected via bilateral

channels to the programs π1ijk
k (k ∈ [n]∖{1, i, j}) on the fourth level

on the corresponding interfaces. Furthermore, each program π1ij
j

is connected to new a copy of the sender’s program π1ij1
1 on the

corresponding interface.
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5. Each program π1ijk
k is connected via bilateral channel to a chain of

programs π1ijki
i , π1ijkij

j , . . . , πwz (where w is the integer sequence of
the length q + 3 formed by concatenation of 1 and i, j, k repeatedly;
and z is the last element of w).

In such a tree we will refer to the programs πwj with ∣w∣ = l and j ≠ 1 as to
the programs on the lth level of the tree.
(Executing the configuration and survival set structure) The configura-
tion is executed by giving π1

1 as input a uniform random variable V cho-
sen from domain X . For a random variable V let V ′ be a random variable
such that Pr[V ≠ V ′] = 1 (e.g., if X = [d] then V ′ = V + 1 mod d). Let each
program π1ij1

1 be given V ′ as input. In order to define the configuration’s
behavior in each round we introduce the set of the survived programs
T r up to the round r.15 We execute the configuration during q rounds as
follows:

1. In the beginning T 1 is defined to be the set of all programs in the
configuration.

2. In round r (for r = 1, . . . , q) we let all the programs in T r execute and
prepare inputs for point-to-point channels and BO. Whenever a
program from T r inputs a message into a point-to-point channel the
message is delivered to the program at the other end of the channel.
If (r,Pi, d)-broadcast is accessed by some of the survived programs,
then depending on Pi the following happens: If Pi = P1 then all the
programs in T r receive the value which was input to BO by the
program π1

1 ; otherwise, all the programs in T r receive the default
value from the broadcast domain (say �) as a result of the BO call.16

3. The set T r+1 is defined to be the set T r modified by excluding some
of the programs as follows. If (r,Pi, d)-broadcast was accessed by
the survived programs with Pi = P1 then the programs π1ij1

1 (∀i, j ∈
[n] ∖ {1}) are excluded from T r+1; otherwise, if Pi ≠ P1 then the
programs πuj with u containing i are excluded from T r+1.

By construction we have that (i) the survival set T r is a subtree of the
initial configuration with the program π1

1 in its root and (ii) the programs
in T r (except π1

1) have not used BO up to the round r.17 Now consider
15Note that T r is a random variable depending on the execution.
16We show later that all the programs in T r agree on which (r,Pi, d)-broadcast channels

to use, that is, they agree on the BO usage pattern.
17It may be that some programs in T r use BO in round r to broadcast some values, but

this values will be delivered only in round r + 1.
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any pair of programs πwi and πuj in T r with u = w∣∣j. Up to round r the
configuration can be seen as Pi executing πwi , Pj executing πuj and the
adversary corrupting P ∖ {Pi, Pj} simulating the remaining programs in
the configuration. This simulation is possible because either P1 /∈ {Pi, Pj}
and due to (ii) Pi and Pj do not broadcast with BO; or P1 ∈ {Pi, Pj} and
the broadcast(s) of P1 have been correctly delivered to the other party
in {Pi, Pj}. Since Pi and Pj must agree on the BO usage pattern so do
programs πwi and πuj . Hence, because of (i) all programs in the survival
set T r must agree on the same BO usage pattern up to the round r.
(All programs in T q must output V ) Consider any program πwi in the set
T q . We prove by induction on the program’s level ∣w∣ that it must output
V .

(Base ∣w∣ = 2) Consider any program π1i
i on the second level of the tree

which belongs to T q . Then, the configuration can be viewed as P1 execut-
ing π1

1 and Pi executing π1i
i while the adversary who corruptsP∖{P1, Pi}

is simulating the remaining programs. Due to the validity property, π1i
i

must output V .
(Induction step ∣w∣→ ∣w∣+1) Consider any program πuj with ∣u∣ = ∣w∣+1.

Since T q is a subtree there exists πwi from Tq with u = w∣∣j. One can
view the configuration as players Pi and Pj running πwi and πuj while the
adversary corrupting P ∖ {Pi, Pj} is simulating the remaining programs.
Due to the consistency property, πwi and πuj must output the same value.
Due to the induction hypothesis, πwi outputs V and hence πuj outputs V
as well.
(Sender must broadcast with BO) Assume there exists an execution
where the sender does not use BO. We assumed that at most all but 3
parties broadcast with BO, hence, there are two recipients Pi and Pj who
did not broadcast with BO. Consider the programs π1ij

j and π1ij1
1 . The

configuration can be interpreted as follows: P1 holds input V ′ and exe-
cutes π1ij1

1 , Pj executes π1ij
j , and P ∖ {P1, Pj} are corrupted and simulate

the remaining programs in the configuration. Due to the validity prop-
erty, π1ij

j must output V ′. Since we assumed that P1, Pi and Pj do not
broadcast with BO, we have that π1ij

j belongs to T q . As shown above,
this implies that π1ij

j must also output V ≠ V ′, a contradiction.
(Information flow argument) Since we assumed that at least all but 3
parties do not broadcast with BO and as we showed above the sender
broadcasts with BO in all executions, there are three recipients Pi, Pj and
Pk who did not broadcast with BO. This implies that in every execution
the set T q contains a program πwz with w = 1ijkijki⋯ of the length q + 3
and z being the last integer in the sequence w. Below we show that such
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a program πwz does not have enough information to output V .
Let Srl be a random variable denoting the joint view of the programs

on the lth level after r rounds of the protocol execution which are still in
the survival set T r (the description of the set T r is included in Srl ). The
joint view includes the set of all messages that the programs received up
to the round r over point-to-point channels and on the BO’s interface
together with the random coins they have used. Let Br be a random
variable denoting the list of the values that have been broadcast with
BO up to the round r.

After r rounds only the programs on the levels 1, . . . , r + 2 can re-
ceive full information about V (via bilateral channels).18 The remain-
ing programs on the levels r + 3, . . . , q + 3 can receive only the infor-
mation that was distributed with BO, i.e., the information contained
in Br. That is, one can verify by induction that for any r and for all
l ≥ r + 3 holds I(V ;Srl ∣B

r) = 0. Hence, for the last level of the programs
in the configuration it holds that I(V ;Sqq+3∣B

q) = 0 and, consequently,
I(V ;Sqq+3) ≤H(Bq). Because we assumed that the protocol achieves non-
trivial domain-amplification we have that H(Bq) < H(V ). Combining
these facts we get that I(V ;Sqq+3) < H(V ). Hence, survived programs on
the last level cannot output V with probability 1, a contradiction.

3.8.3 Round Complexity Theorem

The impossibility proof given in Theorem 3.3 is valid in both static and
dynamic usage pattern models. This can be easily seen since all programs
in the configuration considered must agree on the BO usage pattern.

18We need to consider r + 2 levels (as opposed to r + 1 levels in Lemma 3.3), because
the programs at level r + 1 might learn partial information on V from π1ij1

1 (namely, that
V ′

≠ V ).





Chapter 4

Communication Optimal
Multi-Valued Broadcast for
t < n

In this chapter we construct two protocols tolerating t < n that
achieve communication optimal multi-valued broadcast of `-bit mes-
sages from bilateral channels and a trusted setup with cryptographic and
information-theoretic security, respectively. We build each of the proto-
cols in two steps. First, we construct a domain-amplification protocol
that for broadcasting an `-bit message communicates O(`n) bits over bi-
lateral channels and broadcasts a “small” number of bits via BO. Sec-
ond, in order to obtain a concrete protocol for multi-valued broadcast we
instantiate the BO oracle employed in the domain-amplification proto-
col with a protocol tolerating t < n that achieves binary broadcast from
bilateral channels and a trusted setup. As a result of the two protocols
composition we obtain a protocol that achieves multi-valued broadcast
with optimal communication complexity from bilateral channels and a
trusted setup.

Our first multi-valued protocol is build on top of the cryptograph-
ically secure domain-amplification construction that broadcasts O(n2 +
nκ) bits with BO, where κ is a security parameter. After substituting
BO with [DS83] we obtain a concrete multi-valued broadcast protocol
that communicates O(`n) bits in order to broadcast a sufficiently long
message.

Our second multi-valued protocol is build on top of the information-
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theoretically secure domain-amplification construction that broadcasts
O(n4 + n3κ) bits with BO, where κ is a security parameter. After sub-
stituting BO with [PW96] we obtain a concrete multi-valued broadcast
protocol that communicatesO(`n) bits in order to broadcast a sufficiently
long message.

The contents of this chapter are based on [HR13a].

4.1 Protocols Overview

We present cryptographically and information-theoretically secure
domain-amplification protocols. Both constructions are built over point-
to-point channels and BO.

On the highest level both constructions broadcast the long message
block by block, where each block is broadcast using a special protocol for
block broadcast. This block broadcast protocol achieves optimal commu-
nication complexity over bilateral channels only in good executions, while
in bad executions more bits need to be communicated. We select the num-
ber of blocks in such a way that good executions outnumber bad ones
and that the total communication complexity is optimal. Whether an ex-
ecution is good or bad is determined using the Dispute Control Frame-
work [BH06, BHR07]. Dispute control is a technique which keeps track of
disputes (also called conflicts) between players and ensures that occurred
disputes cannot show up again. Intuitively, an execution is good if it is
dispute-free, and bad otherwise.

We employ the dispute control framework as follows. We consider a
set of unordered pairs of parties ∆, where {Pi, Pj} ∈ ∆ represents the fact
that parties Pi and Pj accuse each other of being Byzantine. Parties start
a protocol by setting ∆ to be the empty set. Then during the protocol run
they add new disputes to ∆ when they learn about new accusations. We
ensure that ∆ always remains valid, meaning that if {Pi, Pj} ∈ ∆ then at
least one of the players Pi, Pj is Byzantine.

4.2 Cryptographically Secure Construction

First, we present a protocol CryptoBlockBC for broadcasting blocks that
makes use of a set of disputes ∆. Then we plug CryptoBlockBC in the
protocol CryptoBC, which broadcasts an `-bit message block by block q
times. In each invocation of CryptoBlockBC we will use the same global
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variable ∆ with the disputes among the players. This means that if par-
ties Pi and Pj conflict during some block broadcast, then they conflict in
all later invocations of CryptoBlockBC. Then, we count the communica-
tion complexity of the resulting construction and select q which makes its
optimal.

4.2.1 Block Broadcast Protocol CryptoBlockBC

The protocol CryptoBlockBC employs a collision-resistant hash function
CRHash. In the beginning of the protocol the sender broadcasts a hash
h = CRHash(v) of the value it holds with BO. The goal of the protocol is
to ensure that all correct players learn v (or collectively abort by agreeing
on �). All parties during the protocol run are divided into two sets: H and
H . The set H consists of happy players who have already learned vs, and
H consists of the remaining players. At each iteration of CryptoBlockBC
we try to move a player from H to H . We select a pair of players Px, Py
such that Px ∈ H and Py ∈ H . Then Px sends the value it holds to Py .
This procedure is meaningless if parties Px, Py are in the dispute, so the
pair is chosen such that {Px, Py} /∈ ∆. Once Py receives a value from
Px it verifies that its hash is h; in the positive case Py is included in H
and in the negative case a conflict between Px and Py is found. Hence at
each iteration we either include one player into H or we discover a new
conflict between a pair of players.

Protocol CryptoBlockBC(P1, v,∆):
1. Parties initialize happy set H to be {P1}.
2. Sender P1: set v1 ∶= v and broadcast h ∶= CRHash(v) with BO.
3. While ∃ Px, Py ∈ P s.t. Px ∈ H and Py ∈ H and {Px, Py} /∈ ∆ do

r.1 Px: Send vx to player Py . Denote received value by vy .
r.2 Py : If h = CRHash(vy) broadcast 1, else broadcast 0 with

BO.
r.3 If Py broadcasted 1 then parties add Py to H , otherwise they

add {Px, Py} to ∆.
4. ∀Pi ∈R: If Pi ∈H decide on vi, otherwise decide on �.

Lemma 4.1 Given that the initial dispute set ∆s is valid and CRHash is
a collision-resistant hash function, then the protocol CryptoBlockBC achieves
broadcast (of v) and terminates with a valid dispute set ∆e. Furthermore, the
protocol terminates inO(n+d) rounds communicating at most (∣h∣+n+d) bits
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with BO and (n+ d)∣v∣ bits over bilateral channels, where d = ∣∆e∣− ∣∆s∣, ∣h∣ is
the output length of CRHash, and ∣v∣ is the block length.

Proof: First, we prove that at each iteration of the while loop all correct
players in H always hold the same value u such that CRHash(u) = h. A
player is included intoH under condition that he broadcasts 1 at Step r.2,
which he does only if he holds a value u with CRHash(u) = h. Hence for
any two correct players Pi, Pj ∈ H it must hold that CRHash(vi) = h
and CRHash(vj) = h. Since CRHash is collision-resistant it implies that
vi = vj .19

(Validity of ∆e) We show that whenever Px and Py are correct then
{Px, Py} is not added to ∆ at Step r.3. A correct Px ∈ H holds vx with
CRHash(vx) = h and sends vx = vy to Py at Step r.1, who successfully
verifies that CRHash(vy) = h and broadcasts 1 at Step r.2, hence {Px, Py}
is not added to ∆ at Step r.3.
(Termination) At each iteration of the while loop either the happy set H
or the dispute set ∆ grows. ∣H ∣ is limited by n and ∣∆∣ is limited by n2,
hence the number of iterations is limited.
(Consistency) We prove that in the end of the protocol all correct play-
ers belong either to H or to H . As shown above ∆ remains valid in all
iterations, hence for correct players Px and Py the pair {Px, Py} /∈ ∆. This
implies that if some Px ∈H and Py ∈H then the while loop makes another
iteration.

If all correct recipients belong to H , then they hold the same value u
and hence decide the same. If all correct recipients belong toH , then they
decide on �.
(Validity) Assume that the sender P1 is correct. Since P1 is always in
H , it means that all other correct players belong to H in the end of the
protocol execution (as shown when proving Consistency property). The
sender P1 holds v1 = v. As shown above all correct players in H hold the
same value, hence all correct recipients hold v in the end of the protocol
execution and decide on it.
(Complexity analysis) At each iteration of the while loop either H or ∆
grows. Hence, the total number of iterations of the while loop is upper
bounded by n + d where d is ∣∆e∣ − ∣∆s∣. This implies that the number of
rounds the construction employs is O(n + d). Hence, the total number
of bits broadcast with BO is (∣h∣ + n + d) and the total number of bits
communicated via bilateral channels is (n + d)∣v∣.

19More formally, when an adversary can provoke two correct players to hold colliding
values for CRHash with non-negligible probability, then this adversary can be used to con-
struct an efficient collision-finding algorithm for CRHash.
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4.2.2 Constructing Broadcast for Long Messages

Now we plug in CryptoBlockBC in the protocol CryptoBC which broad-
casts a message block by block.

Protocol CryptoBC(P1, v, q):
1. Parties initialize dispute set ∆ with the empty set.
2. Sender P1: Cut v in q pieces v1, . . . , vq (add padding if required).
3. For r = 1, . . . , q invoke CryptoBlockBC(P1, v

r,∆), denote the out-
put of party Pi by vri .

4. ∀Pi ∈ R: If one of vri = � then output �, otherwise output
v1i ∣∣⋯∣∣vqi .

Since block broadcast is invoked q times, due to Lemma 4.1 the total
communication complexity over bilateral channels is

q

∑
i=1

[(n + di)`/q] = (qn +
q

∑
i=1
di)`/q

bits. We know that the sum of di is upper bounded by the total number
of possible disputes n2. Hence we have that communication complexity
via bilateral channels is upper bounded by (qn + n2)`/q. By setting q = n
we get that the total communication over bilateral channels is at most 2`n
bits. Furthermore, only O(n2 + nκ) bits need to be broadcast with BO.

The number of rounds the construction employs is∑qi=1 ri, where each
ri ∈ O(n + di). Hence, for q = n we have that the total number of rounds
is O(n2).

The following theorem summarizes the cryptographically secure con-
struction presented in this section:

Theorem 4.1 In the setting with t < n, the construction CryptoBC with q = n
achieves cryptographically secure broadcast of `-bit messages in O(n2) rounds
by communicatingO(`n) bits over bilateral channels andO(n2 +nκ) bits with
BO (where κ is a security parameter).

In order to obtain a concrete multi-valued broadcast protocol we instan-
tiate CryptoBC with the protocol [DS83]:

Theorem 4.2 Instantiating the construction CryptoBC with q = n and [DS83]
in place of BO results in a cryptographically secure multi-valued broadcast pro-
tocol for t < n with communication complexity O(`n + n5κ) (where κ is a secu-
rity parameter).
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4.3 Information-Theoretically Secure Construc-
tion

This section is organized similar to the cryptographic case. First, we
present a protocol ITBlockBC for broadcasting blocks like CryptoBlockBC,
but with the difference that it relies on a universal hash function instead
of a collision-resistant one. As in the cryptographic case we then plug
ITBlockBC in the ITBC protocol which broadcasts a message block by
block q times. Then, we count the communication complexity of the re-
sulting protocol ITBC and select the number of blocks q which makes it
optimal.

4.3.1 Block Broadcast Protocol ITBlockBC

Similar to the cryptographic case all parties during the protocol
ITBlockBC run are divided into two sets: H and H . The set H consists
of happy players who have already learned v, and H consists of the re-
maining players. The difference to the cryptographic case is that the set
H is not monotonically growing—it may happen that the same player
may be added and removed from H several times. At each iteration of
ITBlockBC we try to move a player from H to H . We select a pair of play-
ers Px, Py such that Px ∈ H , Py ∈ H and {Px, Py} /∈ ∆. Then Px sends
the value it holds to Py . Now player Py needs to verify that the value
received from Px is the value that correct parties in H hold. In order
to do so, Py broadcasts with BO a key k for an ε-universal hash func-
tion ITHash, and then P1 broadcasts with BO a hash h for this key. As
long as Py honestly chooses k uniformly at random, with overwhelming
probability correct players will obtain different hashes if they hold differ-
ent values. If a party in (H ∪ {Py}) ∖ {P1} holds a value with a hash h,
then he broadcasts 1 with BO, and 0 otherwise (the sender P1 does not
broadcast because if he is correct he can broadcast only 1). If every party
broadcasts 1 with BO, then the iteration was successful and Py is added
to H . Otherwise, some of the parties in H ∪ {Py} do not hold the right
value and we search for new disputes.
An important difference from the cryptographic case is that disputes may
occur not only between Px and Py , but between any two parties in H . In
order to find such disputes, one must be able to reason about the history
of how H was formed. We will keep a history set T which will contain
pairs of players (Px, Py) such that Py learned the value it holds from Px.
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Protocol ITBlockBC(P1, v,∆s):
1. Parties initialize happy set H to be {P1} and history set T to be

∅.
Sender P1: set v1 ∶= v.

2. While ∃ Px, Py ∈ P s.t. Px ∈ H and Py ∈ H and {Px, Py} /∈ ∆ do
r.1 Px: Send vx to player Py . Denote received value by vy . Add

(Px, Py) to T .
r.2 Py : Generate random k ∈ K and broadcast it with BO.

Sender P1: Broadcast h ∶= ITHashk(v1) with BO.
r.3 ∀Pi ∈ (H ∪ {Py})∖ {P1}: If h = ITHashk(vi) then broadcast

1, otherwise 0 with BO.
r.4 If all parties broadcasted 1

- Add Py to H .
else

- For all (Pi, Pj) ∈ T s.t. Pi broadcasted 1 (resp. Pi = P1)
and Pj broadcasted 0, add {Pi, Pj} to ∆.

- Set H to {P1}, T to ∅.
3. ∀Pi ∈ P : If Pi ∈H decide on vi, otherwise decide on �.

Lemma 4.2 Given that the initial dispute set ∆s is valid and ITHash is a
universal hash function, protocol ITBlockBC achieves broadcast (of v) and ter-
minates with a valid dispute set ∆e (except with negligible probability). Fur-
thermore, the protocol terminates in O(n + nd) rounds communicating at most
(n+nd)∣v∣ bits over bilateral channels and (n+nd)(∣h∣+ ∣k∣+n) bits with BO,
where d = ∣∆e∣ − ∣∆s∣, ∣h∣ is the output length of ITHash, ∣k∣ is the key length
of ITHash, and ∣v∣ is the block length.

Proof: First, we prove that at each iteration of the while loop all correct
players in H always hold the same value u. More precisely, we need to
show that if a correct player Py is added to H , then, given that all correct
players in H hold the same value u, it holds that vy = u. We have that all
parties in (H ∪ {Py}) ∖ {P1} broadcast 1 at Step r.3. This implies that Py
successfully verifies that ITHashk(vy) = h, and all correct parties in H
verify that ITHashk(u) = h. Due to the fact that Py is correct, the key k is
chosen uniformly at random, so given that ITHashk(vy) = ITHashk(u),
it must hold with overwhelming probability 1 − ε that vy = u.
Second, we show that if the condition at Step r.4 is false then at least one
new conflict is found. We have that not all players in (H ∪ {Py}) ∖ {P1}

broadcasted 1. Consider two possible cases:
(Exists Pz ∈H ∖ {P1} which broadcasts 0 at step r.3) For Pz to be included
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in H there must exist a sequence of players Pi1 , Pi2 , . . . , Pik in H such
that Pi1 = P1, Pik = Pz and (Pij , Pij+1) ∈ T for all j = 1, . . . , k − 1 (see
illustration in Figure 4.1). In the rth iteration some of the players in
H stayed happy (P1 and those who broadcasted 1) and some become
unhappy (broadcasted 0). We know that P1 stayed happy and Pz be-
came unhappy. Hence in a row Pi1 , Pi2 , . . . , Pik there are players of
both types. Then we have that there exist two players Pia , Pia+1 such
that Pia stays happy and Pia+1 becomes unhappy. By construction
of T , (Pia , Pia+1) ∈ T implies that {Pia , Pia+1} is not yet in ∆. Conse-
quently, the pair {Pia , Pia+1} will be identified as having a conflict and
will be added to ∆.

(Each Pi ∈H ∖ {P1} broadcasts 1 at step r.3) It means that Px broadcasts 1
(or Px = Ps) and Py broadcasts 0. Hence the new dispute {Px, Py} will
be added to ∆.

Now we proceed with the proof of the current lemma.
(Validity of ∆e) We show that whenever Pi and Pj are correct then
{Pi, Pj} is never added to ∆. The pair {Pi, Pj} is added to ∆ only when
Pi sent some u to Pj (i.e., (Pi, Pj) ∈ T ), and they disagree for some key
k whether ITHashk(u) equals h. Hence, at least one of Pi and Pj is cor-
rupted.
(Termination) There can be at most n successive iterations where the set
H grows (condition at Step r.4 is true). As shown above whenever con-
dition at Step r.4 is false a new conflict is found. The number of conflicts
is limited and so must be the number of the while loop iterations.
(Consistency) We prove that in the end of the protocol all correct play-
ers belong either to H or to H . As shown above ∆ remains valid in all
iterations, hence for any two correct players Px, Py , the pair {Px, Py} /∈ ∆.
Hence, if Px ∈ H and Py ∈ H then the while loop must make another
iteration.

If all correct recipients belong to H , then they hold the same value u
and hence decide the same. If all correct recipients belong toH , then they
decide on �.
(Validity) Assume that the sender P1 is correct. Since P1 is always in
H , it means that all other correct players belong to H in the end of the
protocol execution (as shown when proving Consistency property). The
sender P1 holds v1 = v. As shown above all correct players in H hold the
same value, hence all correct recipients hold v in the end of the protocol
execution and decide on it.
(Complexity analysis) There can be at most n consecutive iterations,
where no conflict is found, hence the total number of iterations is at most
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n + nd, where d = ∣∆e∣ − ∣∆s∣. This implies that the number of rounds the
construction employs is O(n + nd). Furthermore, since the communica-
tion costs of each iteration over bilateral channels are ∣v∣ bits and over BO
are ∣h∣+ ∣k∣+n, we have that the total communication costs of the protocol
over bilateral channels are upper bounded by (n + nd)∣v∣ and over BO
are upper bounded by (n + nd)(∣h∣ + ∣k∣ + n).

P1

H
Stay happy

(Ps and those
who broadcasted 1)

Become unhappy
(broadcasted 0)

PzPia
Pia+1

Conflict

Figure 4.1: Conflict finding in ITBlockBC

4.3.2 Constructing Broadcast for Long Messages

Similarly to the cryptographic case, we plug ITBlockBC in the protocol
ITBC which simply broadcasts a message block by block. The protocol
ITBC is a copy of the protocol CryptoBC with the only difference that
CryptoBlockBC is substituted with ITBlockBC.

Protocol ITBC(P1, v, q):
1. Parties initialize dispute set ∆ to be an empty set.
2. Sender P1: Cut v1 in q pieces v1, . . . , vq (add padding if required).
3. For r = 1, . . . , q invoke ITBlockBC(P1, v

r,∆), denote the output
of party Pi by vri .

4. ∀Pi ∈ R: If one of vri = � then output �, otherwise output
v1i ∣∣⋯∣∣vqi .

Due to Lemma 4.2 the total communication complexity over bilateral
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channels of ITBC is at most
q

∑
i=1

[(n + din)`/q] = n(q +
q

∑
i=1
di)`/q.

This expression is bound by n(q + n2)`/q. By setting q = n2 we have that
communication costs over bilateral channels are at most 2`n. Further-
more, the protocol needs to broadcast O(n4 + n3κ) bits with BO.

The number of rounds the construction employs is∑qi=1 ri, where each
ri ∈ O(n+ndi). Hence, for q = n2 we have that the total number of rounds
is O(n3).

The following theorem summarizes the information-theoretically se-
cure construction presented in this section:

Theorem 4.3 In the setting with t < n, the construction ITBC with q = n2

achieves information-theoretically secure broadcast of `-bit messages in O(n3)
rounds by communicating O(`n) bits over bilateral channels and O(n4 + n3κ)
bits with BO (where κ is a security parameter).

In order to obtain a concrete multi-valued broadcast protocol we instan-
tiate ITBC with the protocol [PW96]:

Theorem 4.4 Instantiating the construction ITBC with q = n2 and [PW96] in
place of BO results in an information-theoretically secure multi-valued broad-
cast protocol for t < n with communication complexity O(`n + n10κ) (where κ
is a security parameter).

4.4 Instantiating BO in Domain-Amplification
Protocols with Concrete Bit Broadcast Pro-
tocols

In order to obtain a concrete protocol for multi-valued broadcast one
takes any domain-amplification protocol (cf. Table 3.1) and composes
them with the existing protocols for a bit broadcast (e.g., [BGP92, DS83,
PW96]). The security of the composed protocol is then the “minimal” se-
curity provided by the domain-amplification protocol and the bit broad-
cast protocol employed. For example, when composing information-
theoretical construction for t < n/2 [FH06] with cryptographically secure
protocol for t < n [DS83] we obtain multi-valued broadcast protocol with
cryptographic security tolerating t < n/2 and communication complexity
O(`n+n4(n+κ)). Further protocols for multi-valued broadcast are given
in the following table:
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Thr. Security Bits Communicated Literature

t < n/3 perfect

O(`n2) Trivial with [BGP92]

O(`n +
√
`n4 + n6) [LV11a] with [BGP92]

O(`n + n4) [Pat11] with [BGP92]

t < n/2
inf.-theor. O(`n + n7κ) [FH06] with [PW96]

crypto O(`n + n4(n + κ)) [FH06] with [DS83]

t < n

inf.-theor.
O(`n2 + n6κ) [PW96]

O(`n + n10κ) This with [PW96]

crypto
O(`n2 + n3κ) [DS83]

O(`n + n5κ) This with [DS83]

We note that all multi-valued constructions are only asymptotically op-
timal in `, i.e., they only outperform the trivial construction when rela-
tively long messages are broadcast. Such long messages appear, for ex-
ample, in voting protocols [CGS97] (where the set of authorities agree
on the set of ballots), or in multi-party computation protocols [GMW87]
(when all gates on a particular level of the circuit are evaluated in paral-
lel).





Chapter 5

Availability Amplification

In this chapter we first formalize the availability-amplification setting.
Then, we give a broadcast availability-amplification protocol for n = 3
players which tolerates any number of corruptions (Section 5.3). Finally,
in Section 5.4 we show how to use the protocol for three players to obtain
a protocol for arbitrary number n of players tolerating t < n/2 corrup-
tions.

The contents of this chapter are based on [HR13b].

5.1 Availability-Amplification Setting

Assume we have a broadcast channel to be temporarily available in some
predetermined fixed number of rounds. Our goal is to be able to broad-
cast some information at some later point of time when the temporarily
available broadcast is not accessible anymore. A solution to this problem
is to use the temporarily available broadcast in order to prepare some re-
source that can be used later in order to simulate broadcast invocations.
A natural choice of such a resource is a trusted setup (cf. Section 1.1.1).
We consider two-stage protocols that allow to achieve availability ampli-
fication of broadcast. We call such a two-stage protocol a broadcast scheme.
Formally, a broadcast scheme is a pair of protocols (Setup, BCfromSetup),
where Setup generates the parties’ secret states with which they start the
execution of BCfromSetup. The Setup protocol makes uses of temporary
broadcast channels (available via BO) and point-to-point communica-
tion channels, while BCfromSetup employs point-to-point channels only.
It is required that the combination of Setup and BCfromSetup achieves
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broadcast and Setup is independent of the sender’s input v provided in
BCfromSetup.
We study the efficiency of broadcast schemes, in particular the usage of
BO employed in the setup protocol. We employ two measures of ef-
ficiency in terms of BO usage: round complexity and bit complexity.
Round complexity denotes the number of rounds in which temporary
broadcast is used and bit complexity denotes the number of bits broad-
cast by it.

5.2 Contributions

If computational security suffices, then in the setup phase it is enough
to consistently generate a Public-Key Infrastructure (PKI) and then em-
ploy [DS83] to broadcast. Generating a PKI requires only 1 round of tem-
porary broadcast, in which each party broadcasts his public key. In case
of information-theoretic security known solutions require Ω(n2) rounds
of temporary broadcast while broadcasting Ω(n8κ) bits, where κ is a se-
curity parameter [PW96]. Motivated by the gap between computational
and information-theoretically secure protocols, Garay et al. [GGO12]
studied information-theoretically secure broadcast schemes for t < n/2.20

They focused on optimizing the temporary broadcast round complexity
in the setup phase and gave a broadcast scheme which requires only 3
rounds of temporary broadcast. The number of bits broadcast by their
protocol in the setup phase is Ω(n6κ). Another construction by Hirt et
al. [BHR07] yields a broadcast scheme for t < n/2 which needs Ω(n)
rounds of temporary broadcast with Ω(nκ) bits broadcast in the setup
phase.21

In this chapter we give the first information-theoretically secure broad-
cast scheme that requires only 1 round of temporary broadcast in the
setup phase for t < n/2, which is trivially optimal. This result not
only improves the broadcast round complexity of all existing broadcast
schemes, but allows to construct MPC protocols that use only one round
of broadcast (existence of such schemes was unresolved before as stated
in [KK07, GGO12]).22 Furthermore, our protocol needs to broadcast only

20Their original motivation was to optimize the number of broadcast rounds needed for
information-theoretically secure MPC. The broadcast scheme they give is used as a core
component of an MPC protocol.

21One can view this construction as a broadcast scheme by interpreting the refresh pro-
tocol presented in this chapter as the setup protocol.

22Additionally, this shows that the lower bound of at least 2 broadcast rounds for MPC
protocols given in [GGO12] is wrong.
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O(n3) bits in the setup phase regardless of how long the security parame-
ter κ is. To our knowledge, this is the first protocol with such a property.
Additionally, we give an efficient refresh protocol which allows to broad-
cast many values given a fixed setup. The table below summarizes the
existing broadcast schemes and compares them to the scheme presented
in this chapter.

Security Thresh. BO rounds BO bits Ref.

comp. t < n 1 Ω(nκ) [DS83]

inf.-theor.

t < n Ω(n2) Ω(n8κ) [PW96]

t < n/2

Ω(n) Ω(nκ) [BHR07]

3 Ω(n6κ) [GGO12]

1 O(n3) Sec. 5.4

5.3 The Broadcast Scheme for n = 3 and t ≤ 3

In this section we consider a setting consisting of only three players and
show how one can prepare a setup that allows a designated player to
broadcast one bit. The broadcast scheme is based on a series of reduc-
tions among modifications of well known cryptographic primitives. On
the highest level we show that: (1) temporary broadcast allows to con-
struct information checking, (2) information checking allows to construct
verifiable secret sharing, and (3) verifiable secret sharing allows to con-
struct a setup protocol.
Additionally, we present an optimization which allows players to effi-
ciently generate many setups in parallel. This reduces the number of bits
broadcast in the setup phase while still requiring only one round of a
temporary broadcast.

5.3.1 Detectable Information Checking

Information checking (IC) is an information-theoretically secure method
for authenticating data among three playersD,I,R. The dealerD holds a
secret value s from some finite field F which he sends to an intermediary
I together with an authentication information. The intended recipient
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R gets a verification information. Later I sends s′ and some authenti-
cation information to R, who uses the verification information to check
whether s = s′. We propose a non-robust modification of IC which we
call Detectable Information Checking (DIC), where the authentication phase
may either succeed or abort. If it aborts then the parties output a dispute ∆,
which is a pair of players (i.e., ∆ ⊆ {D,I,R}), at least one of them being
Byzantine.
Formally, a DIC scheme is a pair23 of protocols (ICSetup, ICReveal), where
in ICSetup D inputs s and then parties either abort with a dispute or
succeed by saving a local state. If ICSetup succeeds then parties invoke
ICReveal such that R outputs s′ or �. A DIC scheme must satisfy the fol-
lowing security properties:
COMPLETENESS: If D,I and R are correct, then ICSetup succeeds and R

will output s′ = s in ICReveal.
NON-FORGERY: IfD andR are correct and ICSetup succeeds, thenR will

output s′ = s or s′ = � in ICReveal.
COMMITMENT: If I and R are correct and ICSetup succeeds, then at

the end of ICSetup I knows a value s′ such that R will output s′ in
ICReveal.

PRIVACY: If D and I are correct, then R obtains no information on s dur-
ing ICSetup.

DETECTION: In case ICSetup aborts every correct party outputs the same
dispute ∆.

TERMINATION: Every correct party terminates ICSetup, respectively
ICReveal.

We say that a DIC scheme is information-theoretically secure if the prop-
erties above are guaranteed with overwhelming probability.

The Protocol

In this section we present a protocol for DIC based on [CDD+99]. The
secret and the verification information will lie on a line (a polynomial of
degree 1), where the secret will be the value in 0. Intermediary I gets to
know the line, while the recipient R learns a value on this line in some
secret point α unknown to I . In the reveal phase, R accepts a line from
I only if the evaluation of this line in α is correct. In order to ensure

23Sometimes (as in [CDD+99, GGO12]) IC is presented as a triple of protocols Distr,
AuthVal, RevealVal where Distr and AuthVal is a more fine-grained representation of
ICSetup.
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commitment property I verifies whether D distributed consistent infor-
mation to him and to R. This is done during one broadcast round in
ICSetup. As an outcome of the broadcast parties may succeed in ICSetup
or abort with a dispute.
Let s, y, z, α ∈ F. We say that the triple (s, y, z) is 1α-consistent provided
that three points (0, s), (1, y) and (α, z) lie on a line in F (that is, for some
L(x) = bx + c over F, we have L(0) = s, L(1) = y and L(α) = z).

Protocol ICSetup(s):
1. Dealer D chooses a random value α ∈ F ∖ {0,1} and additional

random y, z ∈ F such that (s, y, z) is 1α-consistent. In addition
it chooses a random 1α-consistent vector (s′, y′, z′). D sends
s, s′, y, y′ to I and α, z, z′ to R.

2. Intermediary I chooses a random d ∈ F. I sends d to D and
d, s′ + ds, y′ + dy to R. Let d1 denote the value received by D and
d2, s

′′, y′′ the values received by R.
3. Every player broadcasts with BO the following (in parallel):

3.1 Dealer broadcasts triple TD = (d1, s
′ + d1s, y′ + d1y).

3.2 Intermediary broadcasts triple TI = (d, s′ + ds, y′ + dy).
3.3 Recipient broadcasts triple TR = (d2, s

′′, y′′) and a bit b,
where b is 1 if (s′′, y′′, z′ + d2z) is 1α-consistent and 0 oth-
erwise.

4. Every player checks for abortion:
If TD ≠ TI then abort with ∆ = {D,I}.
If TR ≠ TI then abort with ∆ = {R, I}.
If TD = TR and b = 0 then abort with ∆ = {D,R}.
Otherwise, the protocol succeeds and D stores nothing, I
stores (s, y) and R stores (α, z).

Protocol ICReveal(s):
1. Intermediary I sends s, y to R. If (s, y, z) is 1α-consistent then R

decides on s, otherwise on �.

Lemma 5.1 The pair of protocols (ICSetup, ICReveal) achieves DIC (except
with probability O(1/∣F∣)). Furthermore, ICSetup uses the underlying broad-
cast channel during one predetermined round (where each player broadcasts
O(log ∣F∣) bits) and ICReveal does not use broadcast at all.

Proof: First, we show that each DIC property is satisfied:
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COMPLETENESS: It is clear that if all parties are honest, then ICSetup suc-
ceeds and R outputs s in ICReveal.

NON-FORGERY: If D and R are correct and ICSetup succeeds, then prior
to ICReveal I has no information on α except that it is different from 0
and 1. For I making R output in ICReveal any value different from s
is equivalent to guessing α, which he can do with probability at most
1/(∣F∣ − 2).

COMMITMENT: If I and R are correct and ICSetup succeeds, then (s′ +
ds, y′+dy, z′+dz) is 1α-consistent with a randomly chosen d. R accepts
s if (s, y, z) is 1α-consistent. The probability that (s, y, z) is not 1α-
consistent, given that (s′ + ds, y′ + dy, z′ + dz) is 1α-consistent, is at
most 1/∣F∣.

PRIVACY: Here D and I are correct. In ICSetup R observes only
α, z, z′, d, s′ + ds, y′ + dy. R knows that (s′ + ds, y′ + dy, z′ + dz) is
1α-consistent, hence his knowledge is equivalent to α, z, z′, d, s′ + ds
which is independent of s.

DETECTION: Since parties compute ∆ based only on the information that
was broadcast they decide on the same ∆. We are left to show that ∆
forms a dispute. If D and I are correct then it must be that TD = TI ,
analogously if I and R are correct then TI = TR. If TD = TR and D is
correct then R must hold a 1α-consistent triple (s′′, y′′, z′ + d2z).

TERMINATION: Due to their specifications, protocols ICSetup and
ICReveal always terminate.

Finally, the protocol ICSetup uses broadcast during only one round at
Step 3 where each party broadcasts O(log ∣F∣) bits, while the protocol
ICReveal does not broadcast.

5.3.2 Detectable Verifiable Secret Sharing

In this section we consider a very restricted setting for VSS (cf. Sec-
tion 2.2.3) consisting of only three playersD,P1, P2. The dealerD holds a
secret value s from some finite field F and shares it among two recipients
P1, P2, such that individually they have no information about s. Later
in the reconstruction phase all correct recipients reconstruct the same s′

which equals s if the dealer is correct. We consider a non-robust version
of VSS which we call Detectable Verifiable Secret Sharing (or short DVSS),
where the sharing phase can abort in the presence of malicious behavior.
Formally, a DVSS scheme is a pair of protocols (DVSS-Share,DVSS-Rec),
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where in DVSS-Share D inputs s and then parties either abort with a dis-
pute ∆ or succeed by saving a local state. If DVSS-Share succeeds then the
parties invoke DVSS-Rec such that the recipients reconstruct the shared
secret. A DVSS scheme must satisfy the following security properties:

CORRECTNESS: If DVSS-Share succeeds, then there exists a fixed value
s′ ∈ F which will be reconstructed as a result of DVSS-Rec by every
correct recipient. If D is correct then s′ = s.

PRIVACY: IfD is correct, then corrupted parties obtain no information on
s in DVSS-Share.

DETECTION: If D,P1 and P2 are correct then DVSS-Share always suc-
ceeds. In case DVSS-Share aborts every correct party outputs the same
dispute ∆.

TERMINATION: Every correct party terminates DVSS-Share, respectively
DVSS-Rec.

We say that a DVSS scheme is information-theoretically secure if the
properties above are guaranteed with overwhelming probability. Fur-
thermore, by t-DVSS we denote a DVSS scheme tolerating ≤ t corrup-
tions, and by t-DVSS+ we denote a scheme which is t-DVSS but Detection
and Termination hold for arbitrary number of corruptions.

The Protocol

In this section we present an implementation of 1-DVSS+ based on DIC.
In order to share a secret s the dealer generates two random values s1, s2
such that s1 + s2 = s. Then the dealer authenticates s1 by invoking
ICSetup(s1) where P1 acts as intermediary and P2 as recipient. In paral-
lel, the dealer authenticates s2 by invoking ICSetup(s2) where P2 acts as
intermediary and P1 as recipient. If one of the ICSetup invocations aborts
then DVSS-Share aborts as well. The reconstruction consists of running
ICReveal among P1, P2 and the dealer sending the secret s to both recipi-
ents. If a correct recipient obtains non-� value in ICReveal, then it recon-
structs s′ = s1 + s2, otherwise it outputs s′ = s received from the dealer.

Protocol DVSS-Share(s):
1. The dealer D chooses random s1, s2 ∈ F such that s = s1 + s2.
2. Then D,P1, P2 execute in parallel ICSetup(s1) where P1 is inter-

mediary and P2 is recipient and ICSetup(s2) where P2 is inter-
mediary and P1 is recipient.
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3. Every player checks for abortion:
If any of ICSetup aborts, then DVSS-Share aborts as well
with a dispute ∆ output by one of ICSetup (in case both
aborts, then output the dispute from the first).
Otherwise, the protocol succeeds and each player saves the
states obtained from both ICSetup invocations.

Protocol DVSS-Rec(s):
1. The dealer D sends s to both recipients.
2. Players P1, P2 invoke ICReveal(s1) and ICReveal(s2). IfPi obtains

a share sj ≠ � from the other recipient Pj then it decides on si+sj ,
otherwise it decides on the value s received from the dealer.

Lemma 5.2 The pair of protocols (DVSS-Share,DVSS-Rec) achieves 1-DVSS+

(except with probability O(1/∣F∣)). Furthermore, DVSS-Share uses the under-
lying broadcast channel in only one predetermined round (where each player
broadcasts O(log ∣F∣) bits) and DVSS-Rec does not use broadcast at all.

Proof: First, we show that each 1-DVSS+ property is satisfied:

CORRECTNESS: We prove that Correctness holds when the number of
corrupted parties t ≤ 1. If all parties are correct (t = 0) then, due
to the Completeness property of DIC, correct recipients will output
s1 + s2 = s in DVSS-Rec. Assume now only one party is corrupted
(t = 1). Consider two cases: (1) the dealer is corrupted and (2) one of the
recipients is corrupted. In case (1), due to the Commitment property of
DIC, player P1 knows s1 such that P2 outputs s1 in ICReveal, and P2

knows s2 such that P1 outputs s1 in ICReveal (except with probability
O(1/∣F∣)). Hence, since both P1 and P2 are correct they will both out-
put s′ = s1 + s2 in DVSS-Rec. In case (2), wlog assume that a correct
recipient is P1. Due to the Non-Forgery property of DIC, player P1

may obtain in ICReveal only s2 or � (except with probabilityO(1/∣F∣)).
In both cases P1 outputs s′ = s1 + s2 or s′ = s, which is the same for a
correct D.

PRIVACY: Wlog assume that a corrupted recipient is P2 and P1 is correct.
Due to the Privacy property of DIC, player P2 who acts as a recipi-
ent in ICSetup(s1) has no information about s1 in the end of ICSetup.
Hence, after DVSS-Share P2’s view contains only s2 which is indepen-
dent of s.
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DETECTION: If all parties are correct, then, due to the Completeness
property of DIC, both ICReveal(s1) and ICReveal(s2) succeed and
hence DVSS-Share succeeds. Parties abort if and only if one of ICSetup
aborts. Due to the Detection property of ICSetup parties output the
same dispute ∆.

TERMINATION: Due to their specifications, protocols DVSS-Share and
DVSS-Rec always terminate.

Finally, the protocol DVSS-Share uses the underlying broadcast channel
only at Step 2 where ICSetup uses it, while the protocol DVSS-Rec does
not broadcast. Since two instances of ICSetup are invoked in parallel,
according to Lemma 5.1 there is only one predetermined round where
the underlying broadcast channel is invoked and each player broadcasts
O(log ∣F∣) bits.

5.3.3 Broadcast Scheme

We consider three players {D,P1, P2}, where D is the sender (also called
the dealer) and P1, P2 are the recipients. In the setup phase parties exe-
cute protocol Setup3 which makes use of a temporary broadcast channel.
The setup generation may abort by outputting a dispute ∆. Later the
dealer D can broadcast a bit value with the protocol BCfromSetup3 us-
ing the setup created. This is done differently depending on whether the
preceding Setup3 aborted or succeeded.

The Protocol

The protocol for generating a setup uses 1-DVSS+ together with Message
Authentication Codes (MACs). We employ a MAC scheme which uses a
preshared key. In the setup phase, the dealer shares a random key from
some finite field F using DVSS-Share. In order to broadcast a message
later, the dealer sends the message together with its authentication infor-
mation to recipients. Then the recipients exchange the messages they re-
ceived from the dealer. It is guaranteed that if both recipients are correct
then they hold the same set of at most two messages. Then the parties in-
voke DVSS-Rec and learn the key for the MAC scheme used. Recipients
decide on the message with a valid MAC, respectively on � if no/both
messages match.
In order to construct an information-theoretically secure MAC scheme,
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we employ a trivially unforgeable authentication scheme for bits. To au-
thenticate a message consisting of one bit b the dealer sends to the recipi-
ents P1, P2 either the left part of the preshared key (b = 0) or its right part
(b = 1).
For the simplicity of the presentation, let P1 denote P2 and P2 denote
P1. Additionally, let F be a finite field of 22κ elements interpreted as bit
strings of length 2κ.

Protocol Setup3:
1. The dealer generates random k0∣∣k1 ∈ {0,1}2κ.

Parties execute DVSS-Share(k0∣∣k1). If DVSS-Share aborts, then
abort as well and output the dispute ∆.

Protocol BCfromSetup3(b):
1. If Setup3 succeeded

1.1 The dealer sends kb to both P1, P2. Denote the values re-
ceived by the players P1 and P2 with a1 and a2, respectively.

1.2 The recipients exchange a1 and a2 and form a set of authen-
ticators A = {a1, a2}.

1.3 The players execute DVSS-Rec and get k0∣∣k1 as an output.
1.4 The recipients decide on 0 if k0 ∈ A and on 1 otherwise.

2. else Setup3 aborted with ∆ then
2.1 If ∆ = {D,Pi} then the dealer sends b to Pi who forwards it

to Pi. All parties decide on the values received.
2.2 If ∆ = {P1, P2} then the dealer sends b to P1 and P2. All

parties decide on the values received.

Lemma 5.3 The protocol BCfromSetup3 achieves broadcast (of b) given that
Setup3 has been executed before (except with probabilityO(2−κ)). Furthermore,
Setup3 is independent of b and uses the temporary available broadcast channels
(via BO) in only one predetermined round (where each party broadcasts O(κ)
bits).

Proof: First, we prove that broadcast properties are satisfied. If Setup3
outputted ∆, then by inspection of the cases it is clear that BCfromSetup3
achieves broadcast. Assume now that Setup3 succeeded. We consider
four possible cases of player corruption:
(All players are correct) Due to the Correctness and Detection properties

of DVSS+, DVSS-Share succeeds and all players reconstruct dealer’s
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k0∣∣k1 in DVSS-Rec. Hence, all players decide on dealer’s b in
BCfromSetup3.

(Two players are correct) Consider two possibilities: (1) both recipients are
correct, and (2) the dealer and one of the recipients are correct. In both
cases Termination clearly holds.
In case (1) Validity clearly holds. Due to the Correctness property of
DVSS+ for t = 1, both recipients reconstruct the same k0∣∣k1 (except
with probabilityO(1/∣F∣)). Since they hold the same set A and use the
same key k0∣∣k1, the recipients decide on the same value.
Consider case (2). Wlog assume that P1 is correct and P2 is Byzantine.
Due to the Correctness property of DVSS+ for t = 1, player P1 obtains
the key k0∣∣k1 shared by the dealer (except with probability O(1/∣F∣)).
Due to the Privacy property of DVSS+ for t = 1, player P2 does not
learn the authentication information for the bit which was not sent by
the dealer. The probability that P2 forges a MAC for an unknown bit
is the same as guessing the corresponding part of the key which is at
most 2−κ. Hence, a correct recipient decides on the value send by the
correct sender (except with probability O(2−κ)).

(One player is correct) If a single recipient or the dealer is correct, then
broadcast properties are clearly satisfied.

(No player is correct) No properties are needed to be proven here.
The protocol Setup3 uses temporary broadcast only during the
DVSS-Share invocation at Step 1. Due to Lemma 5.2 DVSS-Share uses
broadcast in only one predetermined round (where each player broad-
casts O(κ) bits) and so does Setup3.

5.3.4 Efficient Parallel Setup

In the previous section we have shown how to generate a setup for one
bit broadcast. An obvious approach for generating a setup for an ` bit
message is to prepare ` such setups. In this section we show how to effi-
ciently parallelize ` setup invocations such that the temporary broadcast
is used only small number of times. As a key ingredient of such a paral-
lelization, we use the protocol AmplifyBC3 (cf. Section 3.5.1) which given
an opportunity to broadcast 2 bits (in fact even opportunity to broadcast
a single value from domain of size 3) allows to broadcast a message of
arbitrary fixed length.
Now we turn to describing how to efficiently parallelize many invoca-
tions of Setup3. We run many instances of Setup3 in parallel such that
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each player consolidates the values it needs to broadcast in one string
which is broadcast with AmplifyBC3. The protocol AmplifyBC3 uses tem-
porary broadcast as its underlying primitive for broadcasting 2 bits. The
following lemma summarizes the properties achieved by this construc-
tion:

Lemma 5.4 The broadcast scheme described above generates ` setups. Further-
more, the temporary broadcast is used in one predetermined round only where
each player broadcasts at most 2 bits.

5.4 Broadcast Scheme for any n and t < n/2
Broadcast is achievable from point-to-point channels without a trusted
setup if and only if t < n/3. Fitzi and Maurer [FM00] proposed a con-
struction of a broadcast protocol for t < n/2 from the broadcast channels
among every triple of players. We use following theorem from [FM00]:

Theorem 5.1 In the model where broadcast is available among every triple of
players there is a protocol that implements broadcast among n players tolerating
t < n/2 corruptions. This protocol invokes underlying three-party broadcast
channels at most n times for each triple (Pi, Pj , Pk), where Pi is the sender and
Pj , Pk are the recipients.

The protocol we present generates n setups for each triple of players
where Pi is the sender and Pj , Pk are the recipients. It is done by invoking
in parallel procedure Setup3.

Protocol Setupn:
1. For each possible sender Pi and recipients Pj , Pk (i, j, k are all

different): Parties Pi, Pj , Pk invoke Setup3 n times in parallel.

Protocol BCfromSetupn(b):
1. Use protocol by [FM00], whenever Pi needs to broadcast 1 bit

among Pj , Pk use the protocol BCfromSetup3 with the prepared
setup.

Theorem 5.2 The protocol BCfromSetupn achieves broadcast (of b) for t < n/2
given that Setupn has been executed before (except with probability O(n42−κ)).
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Furthermore, Setupn is independent of b and uses temporary broadcast proce-
dure in only one predetermined round (where players needs to broadcast O(n3)
bits).

Proof: Due to their specifications, protocols Setupn and BCfromSetupn al-
ways terminate. Since BCfromSetup3 has failure probability O(2−κ) then
due to Theorem 5.1 the probability that BCfromSetupn does not achieve
broadcast is bounded by O(n42−κ). The protocol Setupn uses the tempo-
rary broadcast only during the parallel invocation of Setup3 at Step 1.
Due to Lemma 5.3 Setup3 uses broadcast only in one predetermined
round and so does Setupn. Due to Lemma 5.4, each party in a triple needs
to broadcasts 2 bits in order to generate n setups. There are (

n
3
) triples in

total, so players broadcast O(n3) bits in one round of the setup phase.

5.4.1 Refreshing the Setup

A broadcast scheme, as we defined it, works in the following way: first
we run the Setupn protocol for the setup generation and then execute
BCfromSetupn to broadcast a value. The invocation of the BCfromSetupn
protocol actually “consumes” the setup, i.e., one setup may be used for
broadcasting one value only. A concept of a refresh protocol allows to ex-
tend a fixed setup for many setups [PW96].
A refresh protocol for the presented scheme with arbitrary number of
players n runs refresh protocol for each triple of players. A refresh proce-
dure for a triple is sketched below. Let us denote the three players with
P1, P2, P3. We assume that the initial setup allows each player P1, P2, P3

to broadcast 2 bits. We construct a setup allowing each party to broad-
cast any number of ` bits. For each possible sender (P1,P2 or P3) the
players run in parallel ` instances of Setup3 where the values each player
Pi is supposed to broadcast in every instance are consolidated in one
string si of O(`κ) bits. In order to broadcast si, each Pi uses the protocol
AmplifyBC3 where 2 initial setups are used.

5.4.2 Application to MPC

One of the most important applications of broadcast schemes is a secure
MPC [GMW87]. In the settings with t < n/2 MPC is achievable from
point-to-point communication only when a broadcast channel is avail-
able additionally. Such a broadcast channel is usually simulated with a
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broadcast scheme which tolerates t < n/2. The broadcast scheme pre-
sented in this chapter shows that there is an information-theoretically
secure MPC protocol which uses a broadcast channel during only one
round. This is achieved by running Setupn sufficiently many times in
parallel (this uses one round of temporary broadcast) to prepare enough
setups, and simulating all invocations to broadcast in the MPC protocol
by BCfromSetupn. Furthermore, if it is not known beforehand how many
times the broadcast channel will be used, the refresh protocol is used.

5.5 A More Efficient Scheme for any n ant t <
n/2

In this Section we give an optimized version of the BCfromSetupn proto-
col which we denote with BCfromSetup+n. In particular we optimize the
round complexity of the protocol. The broadcast protocol for t < n/2
by Fitzi and Maurer [FM00] takes Θ(t) rounds where in each round
three-party broadcast channels among some triples of players are used.
Hence, if each call to a three-party broadcast channel is substituted with
BCfromSetup3 procedure, which takes constant number of rounds, then
the total number of rounds the protocol BCfromSetupn takes is Θ(t). In
the following we sketch the protocol BCfromSetup+n which uses three-
party broadcast channels as well as the BCfromSetupn protocol, but simu-
lates broadcast among n players in expected constant number of rounds.

We start by introducing necessary technicalities in Section 5.5.1 and
then proceed to the main protocol BCfromSetup+n in Section 5.5.2.

5.5.1 Additional Preliminaries

In this section we show how one can implement gradecast among n par-
ties tolerating t < n/2 given three-party broadcast channels. Our con-
struction consists of two steps. First, we construct weak broadcast (cf.
Section 2.2.1) given three-party broadcast channels. Then we construct
gradecast (cf. Section 2.2.2) given weak broadcast. Our constructions are
based on those given in [Fit03] but are extended to support gradecasting
of the values from arbitrary domains efficiently.

We first give a weak broadcast protocol for arbitrary domains X in-
stead of the binary domain only (it is based on the Protocol 5.1 in [Fit03]):
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Protocol WeakBroadcast(P1,X , v):
1. Sender P1 uses three-party broadcast to send v to every pair of

players inR.
2. ∀Pi ∈ R: If all values received in the previous step are the same

(equal to some u ∈ X ) then output vi = u, otherwise output vi = �.

Lemma 5.5 The protocol WeakBroadcast achieves weak broadcast for t < n/2.

Proof: We show that each of the weak broadcast properties is satisfied:

VALIDITY: If P1 is correct then he always broadcasts v among each pair
of recipients in R. Hence, each recipient Pi ∈ R receives only v and
outputs vi = v.

WEAK CONSISTENCY: Take any correct Pi ∈ R outputting vi. Consider
any other Pj ∈ R. Since Pi outputs vi then all the values Pi received
from P1 via three-party broadcast are equal to vi. In particular, this
means that P1 used three-party broadcast to send vi to Pi and Pj . This
implies that one of the values that Pj received is vi, consequently, Pj
can output only on vj = vi or �.

TERMINATION: Follows from the protocol inspection.

We now present a gradecast protocol allowing for arbitrary domains
X (it is based on the Protocol 4.9 in [Fit03] which achieves binary grade-
cast only):

Protocol Gradecast(P1,X , v):
1. Sender P1: Weak broadcast v. Denote output of each player Pi ∈
Rwith wi, and let w1 ∶= v.

2. ∀Pi ∈ P : Weak broadcast wi. Denote output of each player Pj
with wij , and let wii ∶= wi.

3. ∀Pi ∈ R: ∀u ∈ X let Tui = {Pj ∈ P ∣ wji = u}. Let vi be u with
maximal ∣Tui ∣ (break ties arbitrarily); if ∣T vii ∣ > n/2 then gi = 1,
otherwise gi = 0. Output (vi, gi).

Lemma 5.6 The protocol Gradecast achieves gradecast for t < n/2.

Proof: We show that each of the gradecast properties is satisfied:
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VALIDITY: Let H denote the set of correct players. Consider any correct
player Pj ∈H . If the sender P1 is correct then every correct Pi ∈H has
wi = v. Every correct Pi ∈ H weak broadcasts wi = v, hence H ⊆ T vj .
Since ∣H ∣ > n/2, then ∣T vj ∣ > n/2 and Pj outputs values vj = v with
grade 1.

GRADED CONSISTENCY: Consider any correct player Pi outputting
(vi, gi) with gi = 1. We have that ∣T vii ∣ > n/2. Hence, there is at
least one correct player Pj who weak-broadcasts vi at Step 2. This
implies that wj = vi and any other correct player Pk has wk = vi or �.
Therefore, at Step 2 all correct players weak-broadcast vi or �. LetHvi

denote the set of correct players weak-broadcasting vi and H� weak-
broadcasting �. Then Mvi = T vii ∖Hvi is the set of corrupted parties
who weak-broadcast vi and M∗ = P ∖ (Hvi ∪H� ∪Mvi) is the set of
the remaining malicious players. We prove that ∣M∗∣ < ∣Hvi ∣. Since
∣T vii ∣ > n/2 we have that ∣Hvi ∣+ ∣Mvi ∣ > n/2. Since the majority of play-
ers are correct ∣Hvi ∣+ ∣H�∣ > n/2. Combining two inequalities we have
that ∣Hvi ∣+ (∣Hvi ∣+ ∣Mvi ∣+ ∣H�∣) > n. Finally, we substitute the second
term in the left part of the last inequality with (n − ∣M∗∣) and prove
the claim.
In order to prove that Graded Consistency is satisfied we need to
show that for any correct player Pj holds ∣T vij ∣ > ∣Tuj ∣ for any u ≠ vi.
Since no player in Hvi ∪Mvi ∪ H� weak-broadcasts u we have that
Tuj ⊆ M∗, hence ∣Tuj ∣ ≤ ∣M∗∣. Since all players in Hvi are correct
and weak-broadcast vi we have that ∣Hvi ∣ ≤ ∣T vij ∣. So, we have that
∣Tuj ∣ ≤ ∣M∗∣, ∣Hvi ∣ ≤ ∣T vij ∣ and ∣M∗∣ < ∣Hvi ∣ implies ∣Tuj ∣ < ∣T vij ∣.

TERMINATION: Follows from the protocol inspection.

5.5.2 A Sketch of the Protocol BCfromSetup+n

In [KK06a, KK06b] the authors construct an expected constant-round
broadcast protocol for t < n/2 based on PKI. In the following we show
how to achieve the same result by substituting PKI with a setup allowing
for three-party broadcast among every triple of players.

The protocol of [KK06a, KK06b] consists of the following four steps:

1. Given PKI and secure channels, construct gradecast [KK06b, Ap-
pendix A.2].

2. Given gradecast and secure channels, construct moderated
VSS [KK06b, Theorem 5]. “Moderated VSS” is a variant of VSS
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whose security guarantees depend on the correctness of one of the
players (called moderator).

3. Given moderated VSS construct “Oblivious Leader Election” prim-
itive which allows players to fairly elect a leader among them
[KK06b, Theorem 8].

4. Given oblivious leader election and gradecast, construct an ex-
pected constant-round broadcast protocol [KK06b, Theorem 13].

We construct the protocol BCfromSetup+n along the lines of the protocol
of [KK06a, KK06b], where in the first step the gradecast implementation
of [KK06b, Appendix A.2] is substituted with the gradecast implementa-
tion from Section 5.5.1.





Appendices





Appendix A

On the Constructions of
Liang and Vaidya [LV11a,
LV10a, LV10b]

Liang and Vaidya have four papers based on the similar techniques
which relate to the construction of multi-valued broadcast and consen-
sus protocols:

1. The first paper [LV10a] presents a perfectly secure multi-valued
broadcast protocol which tolerates t < n/3.

2. The second paper [LV10b] proposes an information-theoretically
secure modification of the broadcast protocol from the first paper
which tolerates t < n/3.

3. The third paper [LV11a] constructs a perfectly secure multi-valued
consensus protocol for t < n/3.

4. The fourth paper [LV11b] is an archive version of the third paper
containing the same protocol.

In the third and the fourth paper the authors explain how their proto-
cols can be modified to tolerate t ≥ n/3 by substituting the employed
procedure for 1-bit broadcast with a protocol that tolerates t ≥ n/3 (e.g.,
[DS83, PW96]). This modification can be applied in all four papers since
they share similar structure and are based on similar techniques. In the
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following we clarify why even with this modification the protocols from
the cited above papers cannot tolerate t ≥ n/2.

In the first and the second paper the presented broadcast protocols de-
scribe communication between players based on their trust to each other.
While the trust concept applies for any t < n, the broadcast protocols put a
limitation on the trust relation—it is required that any two players either
trust each other or there is another player whom both players trust (see
Section V.B in [LV10a] and Section 3 in [LV10b]). Such a mutually trusted
player exists only for t < n/2 and hence the protocols cannot progress
when t ≥ n/2, i.e., termination is not guaranteed.

In the third and the fourth paper a consensus protocol for t < n/3
is presented. As consensus is not achievable for t ≥ n/2, the proposed
modification can at most construct consensus for t < n/2, which in turn
provides broadcast for the same bound only.
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